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Important Project in San Juan However Some Changes Appear
to Be Pending and Will Soon
County Meets Approval of
to Chief Justice William J. Mills, recently appointed governor of the commonwealth, and to
Judge William H. Pope, who will succeed Chief Justice Mills as presiding
judge of the supreme court, will be
tendered by Governor Curry at the
executive mansion on Thursday evei next week, January 6. No
ning
formal invitations will be sent out and
the public in general will be invited.
It will be likely the last general so-

Railroad news of special Interest to
Santa Fe is about to be .announced,
so street rumor has it. ' According to
report, the New Mexico Central is included in the recent deal by which
the Rock Island system gobbled up
the Lehigh Valley to get an entrance
into Jersey City and New York, and
the Wabash, to connect its Chicago
line with the Lehigh Valley at Buffalo.
In this deal is said to a close traffic
cial function to be given by Governor arrangement with the Denver and Rio
which both roads agree to
Curry at the mansion, as it is his in- Grande, by
tention to close the mansion very take over the New Mexico Central for
soon thereafter. Land Commissioner $1,850,000 and the Hagan coal fields
and Mrs. R. P. Ervien expecting to of the New Mexico Fuel and Iron
Company for an additional half milk..ve the mansion at that time.
lion. The line to Hagan is to be comPolict.
Mounted
Arrested By
Mounted Foiiceman Fred Higgins pleted within six months, work to be
of Rosweil, today reported the fol- gin on or soon after January 15. The
lowing arrests to the headquarters of deal is also to involve the buitding
the Mounted Police at the capitol: of a connection of the Rock Island
to Moriarty and
S. Lee Burnett, shooting cattle, held from Santa Rosa
in $300 bond; Seferino Quelles, Mar- thence to Algodones via Hagan Tor
cos Corona and Tomasa Martinez ar-- close connection with the Santa Fe
rested at the Block ranch, Lincoln over which the Rock Island expects to
county, for horse stealing and held in run some of its trains to the coast in
case of disagreement with the El
$1,000 bond.
Paso and Southwestern and Southern
Taos
for
Commissioner
County
County
Upon the request of the Republican j Pacific. As part of the scheme, the
county central committee of Taos Denver and Rio Grande is to be
county, Governor Curry has decided standard gauged from Santa Fe to
to appoint Romulo Martinez of Ques-t- a Antonito, Colo. All this sounds very
to the vacant county commission-ershi- plausible, but the New Mexican is inMr. Mar- clined to skepticism.
from that., district.
However, this
tinez comes very highly recommend- much seems certain, that some deal
;
ed.
involving the New Mexico Central
and the Hagan coal fields is pending
Petition for Roswell.
In view of the fact that Secretary and is expected to be closed by Januof the Interior Ballinger has referred ary 15. The local offices of the New
to Governor Curry for his opinion, all Mexico Central and the Denver & Rio
New Grande railroads deny all knowledge
bills and memorials affecting
Mexico introduced, at the present ses- of the reported, deal and declare it is
sion of Congress, the' citizens of Ros- a fairy tale as far as they know.
well have sent him a petition in favor
Col. W, S. Hopewell,,
of the validation' of a bond issue for
$50,000 proposed for the erection of a dent of the New Mexico Fuel Comnew school building. Governor Curry
pany, has been in Pittsburg, Washingwill recommend the measure favor- ton, D.
C, and New York in consultaably.
tion with the prominent eastern finanSeven Recruits for Penitentiary.
ciers.
r
Jesus Romero, the efficient and
sheriff of Bernalillo county,
MOTION OF MORSE FOR
with Deputies Dick Lewis and
NEW TRIAL DENIED
Feliz Galindro, today lodged the following seven prisoners in the penitenFinancier in Tombs Under Sentence
tiary to serve the sentences imposed
for Having Violated National
by Jude Ira A. Abbott: Florencio
Banking Laws.
;
Pfeiff er, fifteen
Procopio
years
Nuanes, five years; Santos Martinez,
New York, Dec. 29. Judge Pough
two years and Charles Buckman, five
years, all for criminal assault; J. W, in the United States' circuit court,
Willett, one year, for forgery and lar- this afternoon, denied a motion for a
ceny of a horse; Leopold Torres, five new trial for Charles W. Morse, who
sentence
years, for murder; John Holstein, one is now in the .Tombs sunder
for having violated V; the national
year for burglary.
banking laws. ; ' '
District Court.
District Clerk Frank W. Shearon
has computed the costs to be added
to the $25 fine imposed upon the eight
GENT
defendants in the case of the Costilla
.Land & Investment Company vs. Robert Allen, et al., for contempt of court,
the costs in each case amounting to
A reception

"
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Pinchot-Balling-

Controv

er

Judge John R. McFie in chambers
today signed judgment in favor of
Simon Sanders & Co., for $373.20
against Jennie Berardinelli, and in
favor of Joe E. Lacome, for $102.87
against A. S. Bushkeyitz.
The preliminary hearing of A. H.
Gossett for the killing of S. Conover,
at Lyden, Rio Arriba county, has been
set for January 3. It will take place
before Judge John R. McFie as committing magistrate. District Attorney
Alexander Read will represent the territory and is making out a strong
case, while A. B. Renehan has been
retained by the defendant.
"Important Water Rights Matters.
'" Territorial
Engineer Vernon L. Su'
tivan has' set January 4, as the date
'for a hearing of the conflicting water
'rights on the Pecos river and tributaries, in which the important applications of A. A. Jones, J. D. Hand,
the Las Vegas grant and others interested will come up. It is expected that
some twenty or more attorneys and
parties interested will attend the hearing which is one of the most important ever held by the engineer.
The application of Jay Turley of
Turley, San Juan county, for 640 second feet of the San Juan river, was
r
approved today by Territorial
Vernon L. Sullivan. The project
is one of the most important pending
in New Mexico and is aimed , to reclaim 25,000 acres in San Juan county.
Of the water applied for, 300 second
feet are to be led directly upon the
JJand; 300 second feet are to be used
tor lifting 40 second feet a vertical
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Holdings in the United
States Are Worth

FHs

Ex-

MARVELOUS

INCREASE

Report That They Were Tor- - Eleven Schooners and Crews New Mexico and Surrounding
Lost in Blizzard Off New
tured is Denied by State
Commonwealths Make Best
Foundland.
Showing.
Department.

er$y

Not to Interfere With His
Course.

Louisville. Dec. 2'.). "Sunny South"
from the Ohio river to northern
Georgia and Alabama today experienced the coldest weather of the winter. Louisville, with a temperature
of six above, was the coldest city,
with Nashville a. close second, at
eight above. Freezing. weather is reported as far south as central Alabama and Georgia, with practically
the entire country covered with Know
oi' varying depth.
The condition in
the Ohio river is daily-- becoming
worse. Tremendous gorges have formed north of Louisville and the river
is freezing from Pittsburg to Cairo.
A shortage of coal
is
anticipated
within a week unless the weather

Mexico City. Dec. 20.
Washington, Dec. 2D. Unless Pres- ident Taft abandons his firmly fixed Zelaya of Nicaragua arrived here to
intention, he will not wait for the day. No Mexican official met him. but
conclusion or even for the beginning he was, however, greeted by two hun-- j
of the Congressional inquiry Into ,i;ed Central Americans and Mexicans
matters connected with the Ballinger-- : wno welcomed the deposed executive
Pinchot controversy, before sending with cries of "Ixmg live Zelaya," and
to Congres his special message on Down wish Yankees:"
conservation of natural resources.
Execution of Cannon and Groce.
The President expects to begin the t
Dec. 29. Recent
reports
Managua,
.
preparation of this message as soonK,
as he .has finished the one dealing
emits in the insurgent army, were
wita the proposed amendments to the
tortured before being shot to death
t
interstate commerce and
by order of President Zelaya are unacts. Furthermore, Mr. Taft is confi- true.
The facts were in possession of
dent that the conservation
legislathe
state
department at Washington
tion which he proposes will be enact- a
month ago and it was generally supof
end
the
ed into law before the
ased here that the details of the
present session of Congress the House tragedy had been given publicity:
the
talked
who
have
with
callers
official channels.
Advantage
President on the subject describe through
has been taken of the opportunity in
him as believing he will best prove
instances to paint the picture
his friendsship for the ."Roosevelt more
than truthful. Groce
interesting
policies" of conservation' by putting and Cannon were notified of the death
laws on the statute books that will
sentence at 10:30 on the night of Noactually carry those policies into ef- vember 15. They were executed at
,
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-
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fect.

Chicago, 111.. Dec. 2!'. The United
States has thirty billion dollars invested in farm lands, their buildings,
machinery and live- stock, according
to the census results which have just
been made public in the Orange Judd
Fanner. From one million in 1S50.
the number of farms has increased to
nearly seven mil'ion In 1909, and the
report adds: "No such increase in agricultural land values was ever known
before in the history of the world or
of any country." The western section,
-

whicli includes New Mexico, Colorado,
Wyoming a'Kl other states, has within
the last ten years shown an increase
of a hundred per cent in the number
of farms. At the same lime the value
moderates.
has increased ninety-eigh- t
per cent
Twenty-eigh- t
Below at Winnipeg.
and
products two hundred ami eleven
St. Paul, Dec. 29. Extremely low
temperatures prevailed today in Min- per cent.
nesota, the Dakotas and portions of
Manitoba. It was eighteen below at ASKS $100,000 DAMAGES
St. Paul, and twenty-eigh- t
below at
FOR CHARACTER DEFAMATION.
Winnipeg.
Seven Below at St. Joseph.
Church Quarrel at Colfax, Washing' Kansas
City, Dec. 29. Bitter cold
ton is Carried Into the Courts
weather prevailed in the Missouri valBy Minister.
the
ley today,
temperature ranging
from zero at Kansas City to twenty
below at Huron, South Dakota, at
Spokane, Wash., Dec. 29. Rev. H.
Norfolk, Nebraska, it was sixteen be- G. Buss, former pastor of First Baplow and at Omaha six below. Central tist church at Colfax, Wash., now at
and Northern Missouri experienced Kansas City, Mo., where he was callthe lowest temperatures of the sea- ed to the bedside of his sick child,
son with seven below recorded at St has engaged counsel in Spokane to
institute an action in the United
Joseph and six below at Sedalia.
States district court here for $100,000
Eleven Ships Lost.
St.. John's. N. F.. Dec. 29. Eleven damages against the officials and deacons of the congregation for alleged
New Foundland schooners and their
crews of sixty men are believed to defamation of character. The case
will involve many of the most promhave been lost in the Christmas bliz- inent residents
of Whitman county
zard while great destruction to prop- and
to be interesting. The
promises
erty throughout the colony resulted. complaint will set forth that the
The storm, which reached its height minister was "manhandled"
by a
on Sunday, raged six days, but. has
committee of .churchmen in ' forcing
abated today. All telegraph lines of his removal from the parsonage on
the interior are down and reports from the night of June 2. Charges of misinland towns have not been received. conduct were
preferred by the trusThe town of Placentia was flooded tees and a battle of words followed
for three days, and the principal busi- and continued in the auditorium of the
ness street resembled
the ocean church, where Mrs. Buss came to the
beach, being piled high with floats rescue with a loaded six shooter, causcast by the unusually high tides. The ing a lively stampede. She was tried
village of Blackhead was almost swept and fined $1 and costs and an appeal
is pending.
The clash, which includaway.
ed personal assaults and numerous
gun plays, constituted one of the
HOMER C DAVENPORT
IS VERY ILL. most sensational church quarrels in

o'clock 1he following morning. As
they marched out of the pail, a drizzle rain fell.
On the way to the
scene of execution, they passed the
TYPHOID
open graves prepared for them. At
one time, Groce stepped out of the
i
of march and pleaded with Gen-ierIN MONTREAL line Medina:
"Do not shoot me, I am
a brother Mason," he said. Cannon
and
seized his companion
j quickly
g him back into line said:
Tainted Water Supply Blam- pullir
no
i "Brace
up old man, we have
ed for General Illness
orders."
chance ainer
Zolaya's
Standing in the center of the square
of People
formed by a hundred soldiers, the
two men heard their sentence read
from four corners together with the
HOSPITALS ARE OVERCROWDED usual
:
"Any
warning in such
one displaying any evidence of symwill be shot in similar fash- NearJ ,Seven Hundred Cases pathy
ien."
j
Treated Last Three
The hands of the condemned men
'
were bound and their eyes blindfold-- I
Months.
ed. Cannon shook his head attempting
to prevent the bandage being placed
29
Dec.
Alarming
Ottawa, Ont.,
over his eyes, but his protest was unMoncondition confronts the city of
treal which has been fighting an availing. They were seated on a low
side by side." The firing squad
epidemic of typhoid fever, since Sep bench,
tember. The epidemic is becoming was niaue I ot twelve soiaiers wuo
worse and the hospitals are s0 crowd- - advanced within six feet of their viced that patients are refused admis- - tims. Captain Constantin Saiz was in
sion at several of them. The con- - command and instructed two soldiers
taminated water supply is blamed for at the right to fire upon Groce and
the outbreak. Nearly seven hundred two on the left to fire on Cannon. All
the northwest.
cases have been treated since Sep- - four bullets were effective. Groce
was shot through the heart and death
tember.
San Diego, Cal., Dec. 29. Hmier C.
was instantaneous. The bullets intend Davenport, the
cartoonist, is at the DIXIE MORE POPULAR
NIGHT OF DISSIPATION
ed for Cannon tore open his chest home of a friend here, a very sick
THAN YANKEE DOODLE,
BRINGS IMPRISONMENT. and abdomen. He survived
the man. He is suffering from a complete
wounds a few seconds. When the collapse of the nervous system and Decision of Chief of Division of Music
Colorado Springs, Dec. 29. Stan- - body of Groce was buried a blanket his physician regards his condition I
of Congressional Library Brings
y
ley Jones of Darlington, Wis., whose hid his features but the body of
a3 serious.
Trouble.
shots at pool astonished the non was buried without any protect-younmen about town here, was be- ng cover.-hinj
Washington, Dec. 29. "Is Dixie
the bars on a statutory charge,
, ,
more
popular than Yankee Doodle?"
following a night of dissipation, in COLORADO BOY LEADS FORTEEN RAILROAD
The innocent assertion of Otto G. T.
which he is said to have enticed a
YEAR OLD GIRL ASTRAY.
of
Zenneck, chief of the division
girl to a lonely spot in
music of the library of Congress, in
Monument park and attempted to asthe publication of American national
Grand Junction, Colo., Dec. 29.
sault her. Later he was released on
songs that Dixie was the more
Charles Lewis was arraigned on a
a bond of $2,000.
a
prominent in patriotic popularity than
after
and
statutory
hearing
charge,
The girl is Leona Quinby. daughter
"Yankee Doodle" has stirred up a
Enormous Profits in the Pur- of Edward
Quinby, a carpenter of 647 which was held behind ekised doors Wage Question Looms Pro- hornet's nest and even resulted in
ball
for
in
was
the
held
he
$2,500
East St. Vrain street. According to
threats of death to Mr. Zenneck. His
veying of Lacteal Fluid
minently in Discussion
her story, he was only frightened spring term of the district court,
office is fairly swamped with letters
'
in New York
with
week
was
Lewis
arrested
last
duraway after a desperate struggle,
of Strike
in which writers take exception to
ing which he screams, he ' feared, Miss Edith Winters, the 14 yoar old
the statement about Dixie.
would bring someone to her rescue, daughter of a prominent Plateau val- t
RIGID TRUST INVESTIGATION At the sheriff V office; ;today the girl
grower. The arrest occurred BOTH SIDES ARE STUBBORN
BIG DOINGS IN INDIAN PUEBLOS.
exhibited torn clothing and bruises in under sensational circumstances after
suppot of her story of the struggle, the officers had practically set a trap
Jones denies the girl's story, claim- - for the young people and had been As
Borden Company Paid High Di
Incidental to Appoint,
Consequence New Year May i Ceremonies
will
he
kissed
and
that
her
ment
Governor
of
hours.
The
for
watch
on
only
several
ing
by Cacique in
girl
vidends on Watered Stock
See Serious Labor
Each Village.
fight the case.
been held for the juvenile court,
ihas
and Has Big Surplus.
Troubles.
i and is out on bond.
TWO ENTOMBED IN
This is the week among the Pueblo
OKLAHOMA COAL MINE. SENATOR BEVERIDGE
New York, Dec. 29. Investigation
St. Paul, Minn., Dec. 29. The of- Indians when new governors are
i
milk trust by speinto the
DECLARES FOR STATEHOOD. fer of the northwestern railroads to chosen to serve one year. All Indians
Cole- It is Feared That General Superin- cial deputy Attorney General
'
abide by the Chicago wage conference are kept at the pueblos to take part
tendent and Shot Firer Are
man has given an added impetus toGlobe, Ariz., Dec. 29. "I have every and to
the striking switch- in the ceremoines, very few, if any,
I
Both
Dead.
Marvin
made
reason to believe that Mr. Beveridge men
by
day by the discovery
as
could be found being permitted to leave their home.
as
fast
places
McAlester, Okla., Dec. :29. John the senior Senator from my state will
Scudder, accountant employed by the
inThe cacique of each pueblo is the
state to go over the books of the Brown, general superintendent, and i support statehood this time," said.H. for them was withdrawn today as
"Bill" Taft who names the governor.
dicated
in
made
in
their
their
proposal
en-larger milk companies. Mr. Scudder Angelo Ascinar, a shot firer, are j Harrington Ross, a wealthy merchant statement to Governor
Eberhart on Many suppose erroneously that this
mine f Indianapolis, who has been here
said that the books of the Borden tombed in the Bolend-DarleCondensed Milk Company which con- near here, in which an explosion oc--1 looking over mining claims in this Monday. The strikers are now await- office is elective but it is not. At
'
at present, all governors are appointive
trols twenty-fiv- e
per cent of the fluid curred last night, and it is. feared district in which he and several east-bot- ing the result of a conference
officers.
on
Presibetween
are
dead.
Washington
Brown
went
in
Friday
into theiern associates are interested,
milk trade
this city, showed that
more than fifteen millions of the mine today with Thomas Weathering- - j The efforts of former residents of dent Perham of the Railway Teletwenty millions capital stock repre- ton, pit boss, to learn the extent of j Indiana who now reside in Arizona graphers Union and members of the LINCOLN'S OLD OFFICE
CONSUMED BY FLAMES.
sented "trade marks and good will" the damage. Later the rescue party j in writing to their friends in Indiana, Interstate commerce commission.
which the accountant said represent- found Weatherington unconscious but ; urging them to work for statehood, is
Trouble on Eastern End.
ed nothing tangible in the way of as- Brown was not found. Ascinar has . havlne a eood result, in inducine Bev- New York, Dec. 29. The possibili- Had Been a Saloon In Joe Cannon's
sets. On the company's capitalization been entombed since last night.
Town and Lately Was Turned "
ridge to support the enabling act.' ty of trouble in the adjustment of the
I wage
a dividend of six per cent, is paid on
Into a War Museum.
question on eastern railroads
cent on com- SHEEP SELL AT $1 A
loomed up today when positive stateCOLORADO SPRINGS CLEANING
preferred and ten-pe- r
HEAD IN WYOMING.
mon stock. The books also show a
OUT IMMORAL HOUSES. ments were made by officers of the
Danville, 111., Dec. 29. The old war
Cheyenne,. Dec. 29. "Sheep at a
surplus of nearly nine mih.ons in
Employes' Association that they would museum where President Lincoln had
ten years and the state Is preparing dollar a head" is the report which
Colorado Springs, Dec. 29. Rather demand the . restitution of the wage his office when riding the circuit as
to ask the company that if such comes from northern Wyoming, the than pay a fine of $50 and costs in schedules in effect before the busi- attorney, burned today. The museum
profits are possible with milk at eight significance of which is that the, the police court Alma Saintee said to ness depression of two years ago. contained many valuable relics, among
cents a quart what justificalon was straits to which continued untoward have been keeping a disorderly house While it has been Intimated that the them a number of shells, which ex- -'
there in raising the price to nine weather has reduced flockmasters. on South Sierra Madre street, prom- railroads will make concessions it is t ploded during, the fires- - The proper-..- .
cents. Other companies investigated j are so severe that almost any price ised to leave town. She was given not believed they will be sufficient to
jty had been useJ as a saloon until
would be accepted for their holdings. eighteen hours to start.
show a similar condition.
.v'.'..v.
satisfy employes.
'...y
recently.
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Be Effective.

Engineer.

Greet Zelaya With
Cheers
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Sartoga
Vanilla

WE

S

Winter Grocery Co.
Plaza, Santa Fe.

acuity skin
dry,
on
ankles

The others have outlived their child-- '
ish need,
He changes not he is my child in-- ;
deed!
Marjorie Rood.

Fifty and Costs for Drunken Row
a result of a drunken row on
Christmas day at Cimarron. Colfax
county, Deputy Sheriff John Bracket!
of Raton, arrested Modesto Gallegos
and Pablo Caballero for assault with
'
a deadly weapon. Each was fined $50
and costs.
Former Las Vegan Killed on Rail-road Walter Bowman, formerly
of
Las Vegas, was killed in the railroad
yards at Fort Madison, Iowa, while
being struck by a switch engine.
Feast of Santo Nino Rociada on
the Pecos notional
forest in San
Miguel county, will celebrate the feast
day of Santo Nino on New Year's
ciay with a religious procession and a
big dance in the evening.
District Court at Las Veqas
Chief Justice William J. Mills at dis-- i
trict court in Las Vegas yesterday
sentenced Horn Kim, a Chinaman.
convicted of bribery, to one year in
rthe penitentiary. Fred U Tracey of
Rowe, was granted citizenship papers.
Six Paid Dearly for Getting Drunk
Juan Martinez, Dolores Garcia, Ani- ceto Tapia, J. D. Duran, Encarnacion
(Gutierrez and Felipe Montoya were
entenced to the customary fine of
00 and costs by Justice of the
Peace D. R. Murray at Las Vegas, for
being 'drunk. Three (that did not
have enough money to pay the fine
must work eight days on the street.
Serving Notice on Him "We un
derstand that a certain bunch are cir- dilating a petition endorsing the Hon.
Juan Jose Rodriguez for justice of
the peace for this precinct. Now
wouldn't that make your unabridged
,i me such .,i
Don Jose, you stay right where you
As

j

CALL AND SEE IFOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

j

!

j

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

rated

j

j

j

Deco-

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
China,

j

Goods.
MANUFACTURER

S. Spitz

j

JEWELER

I
j

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER & FURRIER
Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy ad Ladies' Pur Repairing a Specialty

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

436 Canon Road
19

FRANK

Phone black

F

GORMLEY

SANTA FE. N. M.

j

i

Merchandise

are, do not make a fool of yourself,
for you have as much show of becom
ing a J. P. of precint 22 as you would
of getting to be a senator from New
York." Roy Spanish-AmericaEducational
Association At to-- j
day's sessions of the Educational As- sociation of New Mexico at Roswell,
the program was as follows: The
Debt of the Public to the Schools,
Hiram Hadley, Mesilla Park; The
Most Vital Needs of the New Mexico
Public Schools. G. A. Richardson, Ros- well ; The Education of An Educator,
Dr. E. McQueen Gray, Altmquerque;
Waste in School Management, Supt.
jj. Clark, Santa Fe; Lecture. Alex-- j
ander Hogg, Fort Worth, Texas.
Five Weddinos on One Day The
Raton Range last evening reported
Ave weddings:
Ulysses S. Pearson
and Maude Newman of Denver, who
were married by Justice of the Peace
C. M. Bayne. Wyatt Johnson of Tu-- j
cumcari and Mae Dean of Dawson,
married by Rev. Samuel Magill at the
Presbyterian parsonage. Richard Fay-- j
ette Taylor and Katherine Knight
Cell, both of Denver, married by Jus-- j
tice of the Peace C. M. Bayne.
Claudia A? Vigil and Antonio M. Gonzales and Claudia Duran and Enlogio
Charette both of Cimarron.

Undertaker and Embalmer

j

J. DMULLIGAN

T7TTHTTTO AT C Given Careful

Personal Attention

;

RKSIDKKOK
RED
NIGHT PHONIC
PICTURE

188

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

AND

?S

i

130

RED

SATISFCTORILY DONE.

j

TRY OUR

la

lea
rail
Also Good for Chickens
SOLE AGENTS

fa

j

FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

LEO HERSCH

How's This?
We offer one hundred dollars reward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,

Grain, Potato

Floor, Hay,

Salt and Seeds

O.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA PE.

Era :llillBaTOBMg
DIAMONDS
Right Prices
Right Goods
Right Service
N

Ja C- -

YONTZ

WATCHES

I

MANUFACTURER OF

MEXICAN FILIGREE

EyM

lHM

Fm''d by
oate Method

Up-,-

i ,VCLKT
w

1

345 San Francisco 8t.

1

-

j

Cut Class. China andm .Qlluanui
w i
naic

fzOOK HAS

and

j

SANTA FE, N. M.

and
my
feet. The same,
in a few days,
was the case with
my arms and
scalp. I e o u 1 d
hardly kpep frcm
sera tching.w liieh,
I need hardly
say, made it
worse. Then
large red patches
appeared, with
inflamm ation

j

j

Friends and Patrons

a

SMI

After ten days.
thousands of small red pimples formed.
On becoming dry, these caused intense
itching. 1 was advised to go to the
hospital for diseases of the skin. I did
for a month
so and was an
or more, the chief surges, n saying: 'I
of eczema.'
case
bad
a
never saw such
But I got little or no relief. Then I
tried many
remedies, but I became so bad that I almost gave up in
I
despair. On coming to this country
heard so many accounts of cures by (,'uti-cur- a
Remedies that I resolved, as a
last resource, to give them a trial. This
was after suffering agonies for twelve
months, and right glad am I that I did
bo, for I was relieved of the almost unbearable itching after two or three
applications of Cuticura Ointment. I
continued its use. combined with a
liberal use of Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Resolvent Pills and am more than
thankful to say that after using three
sets of the Remedies. I was completely
cured. I can only add that, should any
one be suffering as I did, I hope that
they will do us I did. and I am sure of
the results. Henrv fcearle, 2022 Cross
St.. Little Rock, Ark., Oct. 8 and 10.07.'"

BROS. COMPANY.

FOR HALF

,

PHONE 36

CENTURY

A

We ought to have

HOUSE

"STOP

THE

IN

fiMnyThigr"
The

argument is again in our favor.

CITY.

Start th New Year with a clean record. The successful man to day In the man who realizes the important of
his personal appearance. It is the man who cares who
nets t he things in life ami three quarters of his sueeess
ean he attributed to his personality. Let us help you
plan the New Year of If in with n few suggestions along
ths line of helpful essentials that appeal to the man
that cares.

LOOK
AND

LISTEN'

UNIFORM KEENNESS
GRINDING.

NO fiONING-N- O

You want comfort and satisaction

of clean smooth

MINOR CITY TOPICS

shaves every
morning.
The Carbo Magnetic is the only

If

We

razor uincundiiiunally
to
this.

GUARANTEED
Dec. 29.
Denver,
Forecast forNevtf Mexico: Fair
Colo.,

X

give
The secret hlectric Tempering
positively merges every par
tide of carbon (the life of
steel) into the metalgiving

X

X

S weather tonight and Thursday
X

Freight Cars Jump Track Two
freight cars jumped the Santa Fe
track near Hillside, Colfax county, on

Hardware

Monday evenin
Come early and avoid the rush at
the Armory tonight. Be there promptly at seven thirty and you will be
sure not to miss the basket ball game
between Company F team of this city
and the Occidentals of Albuquerque.
Presiding Over Quarterly Conference Rev. E. C. Anderson of Las
Vegas, formerly of this city, today
presided over the quarterly Methodist
conference at Springer, Colfax county
in the absence of Rev. Samuel Blair
of Albuquerque, who is confined to his
home by illness.
Only fifty cents and you can see a
fast basket ball game at the Armory
Only seventy-ftonignt at seven-tnirtive
cents to see the basket ball
game and trip the light fantastic to
your heart's content. Don't miss the

opportunity.
Fair Weather Tomorrw The sky
will keep on smiling according to the
weather bureau and Santa Fe weather
has reasserted itself. The maximum
temperature westerday was 38 degrees in the shade and 71 degrees in
the sun. The minimum temperature
was 17 degrees. The relative humidity
at 6 a. m. yesterday was 71 per cent.
Basket ball. Where? Armory hall.
Seven-thirtAt what time?
What
is the price?
Fifty cents. Will
there be a dance afterwards? You
bet. What does it cost to see the
game and attend the dance? Seventy-fivcents. Well, I guess I will be
there.
'
Elks Theater The program tonight is one of the best we have ever
held. If you like comedy, and a real
good laugh don't miss it. We start
promptly at 8 o'clock. Prices remain
the same 15c down stairs, 10c balcony.
Watch the paper for our next change
of program. We are now getting the
best films ever brought to Santa Fe.
Come out tonight and be convinced.

Have

hardness

diamond-lik- e

with stationary temperature.

throughout the bladesometabsolutely impossible
hing
with fire tempered steel used
in making all other razors.
But test this razor in your
own home or have your barber
use it on you. Secure one 30
DAYS TRIAL with NO OBLI

It

OATION TO PUR

CHASE.

o

Phone
No 14

j

avi S

Phone
No 14

HARDWARE CO.
j

,

oal

j

WHOLESALE

Al D IRETAIL

Wood

RATON

Screened

Lump

Yankee;

cerrillos

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smilhirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling,

TAtrX
1

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

Telephone 85

Telephone 85

Unsurpassed Chocolates

L$fas

e

We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions, and financially
able to carry out any obligations
made by his firm.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken intern(Continued on Page EIjrht.1
ally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system,
PILES CURED JN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 c.
per bottle. Sold by all druggists,
PAZOOINTMK.NT is guaranteed to pure
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!-- i any case of Itching, Blind Bleeding or Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days or money
patJon.

your Business

P. O. BOX 219

THE LEADING DRY GOODS

Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED

r

FOR SALE
ONLY AT

DRI

FISCHER

COMPANY

ASK FOR A

SAMPLE

WILLIAMS & RISING
LIVERY & HACK LINE
310

San Francisco St.

Phone Red 13'J
Bias

Snrrics, Single

UK

if

ei ail

utJir oiesaie
DRY GOODS

Complete External and Internal Treatment tot
Fvery Humor of Infant. Children and Adults consists of Cuticura Soap (2Sc.) to Cleanse the Skin,
Cuticura Ointment (50c.) U Heal the Skin and Cuticura Resolvent (50c), (or In the form of Chocolate
Coated Fills. 25c. per vial of 60) to Purify the Blood.
Potter Drug & aura.
Sold throuelinut the world.
Corp - Sole Props, Boston. Mass.
as- .lailel Fra. OuUtura Bnok on Skin Diseases

t

Saddle Horses

WE DELIVER FIRST

Prices

If Experience Counts for anything in preparing Prescriptions

Quality Counts

Y

To Our

soreness.

and

Mow

m

"About four years ago, in London, I
was troubled by a severe itching and

face.

No. 40

Telephone

Jewelry, Silverware,

Incorporated 1903.

Best Wishes For a

CUTICURA STOPPED HIS
UNBEARABLE TORTURE

day
Hath comfort come despite the time
,
and space,
Filling my soul with peace that doth
allay
The pain of never seeing that dear;

GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASt--

f ioutheast Comer

years long losi
to me,
seems I still can hear his ringing

glee,
And laughter as he runs to me; and
hold
His clinging hands while he climbs to
my knee.
Once more in a long clasp his form 1
fold!
O, joy enough! How often since that

WAFERS

WITH

Intense Itching Eczema Drove Him
Chief Surgeon
Nearly to Despair
of a London Hospital Called It
Worst Case He Had Ever Seen
Got Little or No Relief Until

my own
The child a score of

Phillapena

WAFERS

Established 1856.

xfiend Our

more

It

DECEMBER 29, 1909.

WEDNESDAY,

CUBE FOLLOWED

UP

COUNT ME RICH.
rich, wiih sons to man
hood grown;
But most of all I hold in memory
The thought of one who still seems

and

WAFERS

M.

count me

I

Satille

Festions
Nabisco

37.

I

Perfetto

A

MEXICAN, SANTA FE,

THE DAILY ROUND

WE HAVE THEM
Champaign
Cheese
Cheese Sticks
Cloves Leaf

ZHTtV

Zook's Pharmacy
Phone
213.

"The Quality

Drnjjist

"

Phone
213.

count for anything

We can interest you
Our

in either large

list of customers is rapidly

or small quantity,

growing this year

We will appreciate your name among them.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 29, 1909.

SPANISH LESSONsjOLDEST
I ldi viiual or

corroborate ihe antiquity of th" turquoise mining in the southwestern
pari of the I'nite.l States. At this
point it would lie well to note that,
while tradition from the early Span
ish records tend to convey the idea
that these mines were worked by the
Jesuit Fathers prior to the year H'Sd,
there has never been, to the writer's
knowledge, a single copper or iron
utensil or anything of distinctly Spanish origin that would tend to prove
any of this work was done under
Spanish rule. If otherwise true, then

Mil

Class Lessons

III UNITED SUITES

IN GRAMMAR

RAYMOND

PAGE

THE SANTA YE N'EW MEXICAN", SANTA FE, N. M.

HAACKE

Care New Mexican
NOTARY PUBLIC

It Is Located Only Fourteen
Miles South oi
Santa Fe

FRESH EGGS

Cough Caution

iHRlf

New Mexico Military Institute

v

poison yrmr'lniijr-!- . If.von
ci'iich even from a simple cold oiity - i.lmi;ld
I
irrituht I'fou-chialways heal, soothe, an.
tutu.--.
Don t lilin liy
it with a
Mipfire.
sonstutx fyinst poison. It's strange !
things
come
lina'.ly
aijout. Kor twenty
It. Slump
lms eon(antly warm! people noty.nis
U takeotiKit
n.ixtures or prescriptions contninini; opium.
h oroform, or similar
poisons. And now a httio
l:te though Congress su'4 "lilt it on
ll,
if poisons nre in your Co:igh Mixture. ' (iood!
good : Hen-- Iter fort his very reu miii mot hem.
aiid others, should inswton having lr. shoop'a
Co!s,'h cure. No ixiixin marks on lr. Mioop"
laU-iand none in the
rise it must hy
law he on the lalnl. And it's not only snh-- . but it
is si il to lie by those that know it U:-- t. a truly r
11. arkahle cough
remedy. Take no chance then,
insist on Imviim
particularly w ith your children,
Ir. Mioop'j Cough (tin-- . Compare carefully Ilia
Ir. Shoop package with others nl note the
itufcrence. No poison lurks there!
ou can
alwuys be on the sale side by demanding

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"Th Wet Point of th 8outhvet."
Armv Officers lietiiled dv War Department
Army Inspector RANK SCUOOL IN CLASS

"A."

I n

Is

f

Throuph Academic course, preparing young
life, (ireat
amount of open air work. Healthleu location
of any Ml lltary School In the Union. Located
n the beautiful
the tjarderj
V.il!ey
Pjci
spot of the West at an e'evatlor. of 3.700
feet above cea level, sunshine every day. but
Itlie ralti or snow during
Eieveo Officers and Instructor, all gradueastern colleges. Ten
ate from statdard
buildings, throughly furnished, heatod. lighted
and modern in all respects.
RKtiKNTS K. A. Cahoon. President: W
White,
(. Hainlltoo. Vice President; J, Phelps and
W
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary,
men for college or for tnislne

utensils
and
mining
implements,
ANCIENT
methods
the Jesuits
WORKINGS
by
employed
TURQUOISE
&
were identically the same as those
of the Pueblo Indians. Ail of the stone
Telephone Mo 140 Red
Brief Review of Turquoise In- hammers and sledges found about
MRS. OTTO RLTSCH.
these ancient diggings were made
dustry in the
fioin hornblende-andesite- ,
common to
the region, and especially adapted for
the purpose used, due to toughness
& SON
M.
'
(By Fayette A. Jones in Mining and freedom from fracture.
"
j
Builders and Contractors
STRIPLING BURROWS CO.
One stone sledge taken from these
World. )
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ESTIMATES
PLANS
A Fllyio
To the archaeologist, to the geolog- old workings is said to have weighed
ist and to the mine operator, there is 20 pounds, and had a portion of the
Chalchihuitl Stone. X. M.
Furnished on short notice
For particulars and illustrated catalogue
V "
cent.
nothing of more interest in our diver handle intact about the grove when
Per
address.
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efficiency
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has been thoroughly
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miraculous cures attested to In th
has entered largely into the adorn- some 20 Indian slaves, a revolt
against
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases:
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Spanish oppressors resulted in
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same. To appreciate it one must see
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hydrous phosphate of aluminum, lup Light Plant and the Republican,
the United States. Canada. Mexico
tects hereabouts particularly this point is, indeed, marvelous, colored with a complex copper com- Page and his associates dates from Paynble Throughout
and all Foreign Countries.
mentioa our Lumber in their when we take into consideration pound. The product is found in and the time when the Albuquerque man
this great excavation was chiefly belongs wholly to the oxidized zone. became the owner of the light plant
that
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If you want anything on earth try dumps, associated with fragments of confine our research to the oxidized
plant has a franchise for lighting the
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The following analyses of turquoise of the new bridges across the Rio
are given for comparison:
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Whenever there is a snowstorm or
a drop of temperature in New Mexico, reports are sent out of heavy
losses of stock and of terrible sufferthere
ing when as a matter of fact,
are no losses ami umc
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no suffering. Thus, the Albuquerque
Morning Journal, under a dispatch
,...3.75 from Fort Sumner, Guadalupe county,
.... 2.00 tells of heavy loss of sheep by the
.... 1.00 Salado Livestock Company and to
.75 make the tale still more lurid tells of

New Mexico.
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is well known that out on the prairies,
com- The board Of county commissioners However, these
in Texas, in Missouri, in Iowa, KanFor Commercial Travelers' Electric Light,
In Every Room
sas, Nebraska, in fact all over our should see to it that the road work panies were working their mines as
Modern Batbs.
great west, there are as beautiful next spring in northern Santa Fe mines and had no eye to the stock
types of womanhood as ever graced county is concentrated on the main market."
There are very few corporations
God's footstool. It is these that the highway from Santa Fe to Santa Cruz
trafficker is seeking. They it is who which threads its way through the that have been figuring as. closely as
furnish the easiest victims for his most fertile and most populous rural that, but now that profits are to he
communities of the county. More taxed, a good many will follow the
snares.
mining
"As a prosecuting officer I person- traffic passes over this road than any example of the
ally can testify to the fact that very other in central New Mexico and it company.
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the red light district of Chicago and fact, the county should appropriate a
dollars for the purpose of sons were killed in the coal mines
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names were mentioned in their home placing and keeping the highway in of New Mexico. This is a very small
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cities, would bring shame and dis- first class condition. It can be made figure when compared with the 19,775
grace to prominent and honest people. a great thoroughfare not only for the persons killed in the coal mines of
There are girls from cities in the in- people and products of that section, the United States in that period. But
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vicious resorts.
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or three, or perhaps more, white Raton is contesting successfully with 10.13 killed per thousand employed, a
slaves, and on the tecome of their Santa Fe for the business of the Taos ratio exceeded only once in any state
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i " The illustrations of this book add has been theirs from times Imme- - coal mines are freer from gas than
Hi
those of most other jurisdictions.
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cnaD,
today, will, in tea years, be a
If you have a son, it is your duty to train fcirn in
busiuess methods, to give him the benefit of your
'
oasiaess experience.
See thathehasa bank account while he is growing up. There is no other one thing thai will give
hi on a more proper insight and conception of
business than havicg his own bank account.
ONE DOLLAR WILL ST
TAN ACCOUNT.
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Santa Fe,
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matters.
Assistant Trawling Auditor John
.foerns leturneu at noon today from
Kiion.
Attorney K. Y. Dobson of Albutiuer-- ;
que, was in town yesterday on a
brief visit.
President oF the Legislative Cmm-- i
cil Charles A. Spiess is in town
a
Sliest at the Palace.

II.

K.
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Form r County School Superintendent Milnor Rudolph is here from
Quay county.
Inspector K. K. Van Horn returned
yesteniay from Kspanola, where he
inspected some cattle.
M. L. English and wife of
Hyer,
southern Sanla Fe county, are in
town stopping at the Claire.
Miller L. T. Hardy of Espanola. was
among last night's arrivals from the
north. He is at the Palace.
L. M. Goldburg was a visitor in Las
Vegas yesterday, where he has opened a hat cleaning establishment.
District Clerk and Mrs. Secundino
-Romero have returned to Las Vegas
'
from a visit to Ainarillo, Texas.
A. H. Case, mining man from Snn
9AT2i
Pedro, southern Santa Fe county, is
in town registered at the Modern.
Forest Ranger G. P. Williamson of
Glorieta, is in Santa Fe on official
business. He js a Rnest at the Claire.
Miss Josie Baca of this city is visiting with the family of Engenio Sena
at Las Vegas, but formerly of Santa
Fe.
Dr. ,T. M. Diaz has just returned
from El Ptiso where he visited his
son who is attending school in that
city.
Miss Elizabeth J. Richards, teacher at the San Ildefonso day school, is
visiting the U. S. Indian Industrial
School.
.1. P. Gonzales
and Mrs. Maria
A
Luisa Gallegos are visitors todav
from Abiquiu. They are quartered at
the Claire.
The members of the Occidental
basket ball team of Albuquerque, arMERRY CHRISTMAS 10
rived at noon today taking quarters
'
st. the Claire.
j
Chairman H. O. Bursum of the ter-- (
My Friends
ritorial Republican central committee
jwas a visitor in Albuquerque yester-- ;
day from Socorro.
MISS A MUGLER
E. H. Bickford of Lake Valley, Sier- Sou.huast Corner Pmza.
ra county, who is interested in exten-- 1
sive mine and irrigation projects, is a
visitor in Santa Fe.
Miss Genevieve Morrison, daughter
sa2
j of Mr. and Mrs. A. L.
Morrison, Jr., is
jthe house gest; for .the holidays of SALOONKEEPER FIGURES AS
ujo. o. tv. rving. au Denver.
LEADER OF BURGLAR GANG.
Joseph Dougherty, prominent mer- Dec. 29. Jessie
Colo.,
Denver,
chant at Folsom, Union county, is in
and Fred Simpson, age
Santa Fe in consultation with Land Brown, age
25, are lodged in the city jail charged
Commissioner R. P. Ervien.
District Attorney Alexander Read! with being members of one of the
and Captain Fred Fornoff of the toughest and most daring gang of
Mounted Police, returned yesterday holdup men that, has operated in the
rrom a trip to Lyden where thev in lower parts of town in years.
Simpson, who came to Denver three
vestigated the Ttcent killing of Post
weeks ago from Indiana, is the owner
master Conover.
Leo
ersch, local grain dealer, re- -' of tfle saloon at 2101 Market, having
turned last night from Santa Cruz! 'purchased it from Mrs. John Taylor- northern Santa Fe county, where he Bowman, over whom John Taylor, the
spent Christmas. His family is still woman's former husband, shot Ben
in Santa Cruz and will not return nn- - Bowman whom Mrs. Taylor had mar
'
til after the holidays.
ried a few days after divorcing Taylor.
j
Special Agent H. D. Moult
of the
ADOPTED NEW TARIFF .BILL.
general land office was at Roy, Mora
county, last week, prosecuting contest- Paris, Dec. 29. The Chamber of
ins nomesiean claims. The cases Deputies today adopted the new tar
were against Maria F. Sisneros, Gab iff bin as a whole.
riel Barros and John F. Oliver.
Frank Newhall, foreman of the
New Mexican's bindery, has returned
from a visit to his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. K. Newall at Albuquerque.
Mrs. Frank. Xewhall will remain in
Albuquerque for some time longer.
A message from Denver this afternoon has it that A. F. Spiegelberg,
the local merchant, is failing so rap- 1
idly that it is inadvisable to move
him. The attending physicians doubt
whether he will be able at all to return to Santa Fe.
Isidro Sandoval and Preciliano
Sandoval, both of Los Alamos, San
Miguel county both subscribers of
El Nuevo Mexicano were callers at
the New Mexican office today. They
you are not a.
report i.itense cold but only three
patron of . our
inches of snow at Los Alamos.
Hon. H. B. Ferguson of Albuquer
store you should be
que, former delegate to Congress, for
whom Santa Fe always has had a
warm spot on account of the many
HERE YOU HAVE
favors he did the city and its people
The infalible assnrance
while he was in Congress, spent to- day in the city on legal business.
of the higbe
"MISS .Tnnot Hronf Walloon

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
Rational Life

Assurance

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
BERGERE, Alanaoer for New Mexico.
N. M.

Catron Block

INSURANCE SURETY

LOANS
O

I

ESTATE

BONDS-RE- AL

WATSON & COMPANY

C- -

ESTABLISHED

IN 1882

zft 'i2u

Santa Fe, IT

EXTEND,

ill

We represent the BEST of the 'OLD
LINE" Companies; if you want the BEST
Insurance, let us write it for you.
to loan on .Santa Fe Real Estate.
Some fine propositions in fruit and
alfalfa ranches. By dealing with us, you
are assured of a ''Square Deal"

rHoceEaleO" ilOSaariaaclseoSt.

suied 'S3p
jMSLissnb 'aarnuunj jo 9uij
sjio pu

Qjm

J

The Coming Christmas,
This of all seasons make matkind more charitable
oue to another. The spirit of cheerful
giving is re
cogoized ia all civilizj-- j lands at Yuleiide.
Choose early if you woold choose wisely

Wehtvea splendid array cf sei viable things to
pick from. Ynu can tind here many suggestions, a
lew of which are mentioned below.

i

J

il.

For the Baby

--

NOW IS THE TIME

To have that SUIT clened, pressed and put in good shape
We will do it )
for fall wear.
RIGHT- ' We will
caarge f

Cleaning

M

The new Marathon racers,

Youngsters

wagons. Mechanical toys,
Bocks, English baby

i

"WEST PA LA OK AVE

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
Room
Does

a general

(INCORPORATED)
19

Catron Block.

ABSTRACT

$90
y&ViVVV.VKf

fiflO ftft

.

'

Santa.-Fe- ,

N.

M.

REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE buslnes

t0 ,ORn

t-

I

SWITZERLAND

From

THE VALLEY RANCH
A famong

old Spanish Land Grant
beautifully and historically situated,
on tlie Pecos River 700C feet above sea.
level and surrounded, by plae ana
spruce covered mountairts of upwards
to 13000 feet with sunshine every day
In the year such as no disease germ
can live in. The greatest health giving country in the world. 28:milcs
east of Santa Fe.

Splendid trout fishing in Summer and all kinds, of hunting,
HORSEBACK
riding TENNIS

etc,

0.00 and $12 00 per week
Datop
flUluS s d"e Horsss, $1 .50 per day or
$5.00 per week.
1

H

WOODY'S HACK LINE

OF AMERICA

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arries at
Taos at 7 p. m,
; t
Ten miles shorter than any other
Good convenient hack and
way.
good teams.
Tiling- deaie to 2a.2ce Faa
eongrer Coxaafbrtatle. " '
sj

.

a

$5.00

1MPEHIAL LAUNDRY;

For Best Laundry Work

Monday Tuesday
for illustrated
t Basket leaves
Writetoday
m.
r i
and all Informationpamph
j
AGENCV at O. K.
J. F. MILLER Mgr. YalleyHancliH.M.
F. O. BROWN,
Phone No 23
Airent.
Red
--

VhJShay'

Watch

i

Jefferson Raynoids, president of the
First National bank, arrived in the
ty ,ast evenln2 on the Chlca
lted from th Pacify aat na w.i.
lace will remain in the city for a few
days as the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Jef
ferson Raynojds, at their beautiful
home on Hot Springs boulevard."
Las Vegas Optic.

Space
THE CHAS, WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
.

Undertakers and Embalmers

O.

&0

GROCERS

and

lowest

prices

EVERYTHING
YOU

CHEYENNE SALOONKEEPERS
BOOST PRICE OF BOOZE.

Cheyenne, Wyo.,

This

S. KAUNE

Hand bags, Music rolls, Fur

Dec. 29.

Because

license from $300 to $1,000 a year,
and the closing of their places of
business on Sunday, has practically
eliminate the sajoonmen'p promts,
beer, in Cheyenne, is to be ten cents
a glass after January 1. All saloon-meof the city have entered Into an
agreement to this effect.

H.S. KAUNE

n

If you want anything on
New Mexican Want Ad.

--

try

tPHONE

COMPANY

j

20

set,

Young Lady

combs, Beautiful bed room slip
pers, Hand embroidered corset
covers, Xmas box writing paper etc
Neckties, Suspenders, Handkerchiefs, Military bruslusets, Book-rack- s
in oak or bras, Shaving
Smokers
sets,
sets, Night robes,
Pajamas etc.

For the
Young Man

drawn work, Handsome jewel

For Mother Long Camonas, Hand made work

baskets, Silverware, Cut glass,
Fancy china, Table linen etc.

For Fflfhftr

p,pes

Ciar humidors,

Feit sIi
Victor
or
Edison
Phono- persM
will
amuse
the
whole family
graph

A THOUSAND

OTHEK

INTERESTING THINGS

VAIXARLK AND
TO

fe

ELECT FROM

W. N. TOWNSEND

THE RACKET STORE

& CO.

CISTIS

PR SENTS

We have now in stock and are every
day
We have an elegant line of gentleman's
ties, hose atd' hose supporters, mufflers

reviving goods for Christinas.

etc
For ladies an elegant line of plumes, ribbons neckwear, bandkei chief s, hose, all
kinds of fancy articles, embroidery patterns royal flosses and tHo, dolls, statuary,
vases etc.
We cordially invite every one to call and
look over our stock and we feeJ sure we can
please you.
-

it is asserted, the increasing of their

etc.

Scissors or manicure sets, Mexican

If

-

FARE

s

jToy
Gift

For the

I

on Santa Fe Real Estate
;
atiow rate of Interest

THE

Go-cart-

t
j

Pressing Establishment
208

Dolls, Toys, and doll accessories,
Silver Sets, Spoons, Dish and
Furniture Sets.

For the

I

The Goldberg

saoud ano pu Xid

spooS ano 99s o; os op oj 9Aq
juoay noX inq 'os op o pi29q jnoX uo puiBs 0
9Aq noX ji U9A9 sSuiqi 3s o S3q sAbab si ij

Company

Denver Colorado.

A M

IS'JH 3H1 Oa TIIYN 3M
O SI op OJ 9 ABU UUA.c

S1N39V

aMaiuS

piss

IlnJ

Santa Fe,

TR

3ll Hsiumi

G. FRANKLIN FLICK

FLICK, President

The Colorada

E

!

DIRECTORS

G. FRANKLIN

Mr. and Mrs. Mariano F. Sena vis
in Albuquerque yesterday.
Kduardo XI. Otero is visiting his
parents. Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Beiu'?re. j
District Attorney E. ('. Abbott was'
at Las Vegas yesterday on iiolitical j
it o.i

&.

Capital

i
i

I

UNITED STATES BANL & TRUST CO
i

iirxiTinM

La Moda Millinery
Phone Black 78

Catron Block.

PACE SIX.

THE SANTA! FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

1.

Si, Louis Rockv

Pacific

M For Evening flours

k

The

Comoany

Railway

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
l

A 11,

Miles Kroii)
le Moines

Y

10 36

11

11 20
11 io
12 20
45
30
8 60

i
i

is

i4

Si
42

ra.
m.

43

in.

42
49

m,
45 P m.
4 56 p. in.
6 50 p. m.
6 15 p. m.
6 85 p. m.
7 08 p. in.
,. 10 p. m.

Arr.
c .Tfiv w m
LV.
" Ollftcn House Jnnotlon
" Prestc n
" Koebler
" Koebler J net.;
" Uolfax
" Urrc8080

68
66

Arr.
T

"

88

7. 23 p. in.
7. 46 p. m.

.
,uBnN
Npsfc i

C.

P. A tl. W. Ry

E. P.

t.

41

W. Ry,

"

Lv.

7

U
28
20
88
41

N.

ij.
N. M.

train
train

Lv.
Arr.

No. 124

'

Lv

60
63
69

arriving

No. 123 leaving

Sot

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

m
m.
m
m

Lamp

m-

-

p. m

7 26
7 00

low-pric-

Once a Rayo user, always one
Every Denier
Descriptive

RATON,

N

M.

a. ra.
a. rn,

In Dawson,

HOTEL ARRIVALS

Dawson, N. M.

superintendence- of W. B. Marshall, of
is
Salt Lake City; The company
of
about to make
high
shipments
grade ore to the smelter, there being
over 100 tons ready on the dump.
-

.

Palace.

:

Alexander Read, Tierra Amarilla;
L. T. Hardy, Espanola; Marcus Whitt,
Oklahoma City; Charles Spiess, Las

MOST EXPENSIVE BRIDGES
IN NEW MEXICO.

j

Bernamo county is Spending $81,700
fop Them Whie Santa Fe Hasnt
Built Degado street Structure.
Albuquerque, N. M. Dec. 29 The
foremen and construction men of the
Missouri Valley Bridge and Iron Company, which holds the contract for
the two new bridges across the Rio
Grande at Barelas and Corralles, arrived in Albuquerque yesterday and
at once began preparations for commencing the work of construction.
The cement which is to be used in
building the huge cement piers which
will support the Barelas bridge is already on the around and the iron will
begin arriving within a day or two.
It is the intention of the construction company to begin both bridges as
soon as posible and to push the work
right along as the contract calls for
the completed structures by April 1st,

Gen-Pass-Age-

flSltS

TO
Asbestos Deposit A vein of
has been discovered in Gallinas
canon not far from the government

ALL STATIONS ON THE

CAME FROM CHINA
TO NEW MEXICO.

DANGER

for

..a..oiin.dn Buys Fifteen Acres
a Home near Los Lunas,
Valencia County.

Albuquerque, N. M. Dec. 29. T.
E. Cholerton, an Englishman whose
home is in Sheffield, England, and
who for the past ten years has been
connected with the British department of public health in Shanghai,
China, arrived in Albuquerque yesterday and will left this morning for Los
Lunas where he will inspect for the
first time, fifteen acres of Rio Grande
valley land which he purchased several months ago from the Southwestern Irrigation, Land and Power Company, with offices here. Mr. Cholerton has determined to make the land
his home and will soon return here
from China to take up his residence.
He first became interested in the val- ( ley
through advertisements of the
Los Lunas company in eastern maga
zines and opened a correspondence
with Claude Hutto, local manager of
the company, which resulted in the

Fe.

Albino Ortega, College Street, San
ta Fe, N. M., says: "I am very grate
ful for the benefit I have received
from Doan's Kidney Pills. For sev
eral years I had trouble from my
back and kidneys. It was hard for
me to do work on account of pains
across my loins and quick movement

aggravated my trouble. My rest wax
disturbed by a too frequent desire to
the kidney secretions and the passages were scanty and painful. Public
statements given by local people who
had used Doan's Kidney Pills wLh
benefit, induced me to try them. I
found relief right away and by the
time I had used one box my back was
free from pain. My kidneys are now
in a normal condition and I feel decidedly better In every respect. I
have great faith in the curative powers of Doan's Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Doan's
Remember the name
and take no other.

1910.

"I have never yet seen the land,"
said Mr. Cholerton yesterday, "as this
is my first trip to the United States.
But I am much impressed with con
ditions here and all through this sec
tion of the states and intend to make
my home here after a short time."
GERMAN SPINNERS

Foster-Milbur-

TO

SETTLE

IN TEXAS.

DENVER &

GRANDE

U.

'

j

;

Denver Colo.

Colorado Springs,
Pueblo Colo.

--.and

Fare for
the Round

One

$

ft 0i

Trip

j

re

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made wltn Automobile
line at Torrance for Roswell dally.
Automobile leaves Torrance for RosSan Antonio, Tex., Dec. 29. Gustav well at 4 a. m., and arrives at RoswelJ
L. Herbert, of Boston, Mass., is au- at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Rosthority for the statement that a num well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arber of Saxon (Germany) spinners in rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
tend to remove their spinners to Tex- fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
as for the purpose of getting nearer is $5.80 and between Torrance and
the supply of their raw material. Ow Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,
ing to the high price of raw cotton
the German as well as the English
The Spanish edition of the 1909
spinners have not been making any
money in recent years and moving Laws of New Mexico are now ready
Price: Paper cover,
into the field of production would for delivery.
place them in independence of the cot- $3.25, plus 17 cents postage; full sheep,
ton brokers, who, it is claimed, have $4.00, plus 20 cents postage. Address
during the last few years taken all the all orders to The New Mexican Printprofit away from both the cotton ing Co., Santa Fe, N. M.
grower and the spinner. Excessive
freight charges have made the imporFRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
tation of cotton from the United
States into Germany expensive.
MASON iC
Two years ago a commission of German cotton spinners looked over the
Montezuma Lodge N
field thoroughly, and is said to have
eft
1, A. F. & A. M. Rt
been greatly impressed with the posii 1 a r
communication
Texof
in
mills
sibilities
establishing
.'1
nrsi aionaay or eac
as. Nothing definite, however, was
month
X'x
at
Masonli
done, but it is thought now that with
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
the formation of the Texas CommerJ. A. MASSIH,
cial Congress practical steps can be
Worthy Master.
taken to encourage the Germans into
establishing factories here.
ALAN 31 McCCRD, Secretary.
Before returning to the east, Mr.
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1.
will
Governor
see
Campbell
Hergert
R. A. M.
Regular co
with a view of securing his
vocation
second
A
of
matter.
deal
in
Monday ot
the
tion
great
each month at Maas&l
interest is being taken here in the
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
proposition and much support has
C. J. CRANDALL. H. P.
been promised the movement.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
LAST OF YEAR'S
COTTON CROP SOLD.
Santa Fe Commandery No.

ktKHft

quartz-porphyr-

3--

),

1-- 4

5

ra

4

2

n

Idea is to Move Near Field of Cotton
Production So as to Save
Freight Charges.

The construction camp was pitched
on the west bank of the
Carri-the
yesterday
j
Sheleyville Camp Says
zozo Outlook: W. A. Connor, the river at the end of the old Barelas
Sheleyville miner and promoter, spent bridge. The new bridge is to go in
several days in town this week. He about four feet south of the present
seemed to be very optimistic about! one so that traffic over the old bridge
the mining industries in this country will not be obstructed.
The first work will be the sinking
during the coming year. Consider
able development work is being done of the piling which will go down forty
in his immediate district, and reports feet below the water line. This will
Including
from other districts are to the effect then be surrounded by a half inch
that assessment work is being rushed steel cylinder which will be sunk to
so as to finish up by December 31."
thirteen feet below the water line and
Ore Strike at Nogal The Kogal filled with cement. The result will be
Peak Mining Company in doing its a solid cementt Bteel-case- d
pier which
assessment work struck a fine body:wil, be gtrong enough t0 resist any
Of ore.
aoo'cmlt nf fho rluor &von at timpo nf
Oaks Fifteen the strongest flood. There will be sixMctivuy at White
men are working in the Old Abe mine teen of these piers, supporting as
Also
and mill at White Oaks, Lincoln coun- many spans of iron. The structure
selling Date. 00 01 OR
U1J January
DECEMBER
ty The twenty stamp mill and cya will be not only the most expensive,
ux)
nide annex are working day and night. but it is believed the most durable
For farther Information Call on or Write
The main shaft, is down 1,450 feet, and
satisfactory bridge in New Mexthe deepest working in New Mexico ico. The Corralles bridge will be of
H. McBRtDE, Agent, or W. D. SHEA, T. F. & P. A.
and the deepest dry shaft in the UniSANTA PR. N. M.
the same type. The county
Hundred Bales Change
ted States. The North Honiestake is practically
Eighteen
pays for the two bridges a total of
Hands for $135,000, a Considermen.
is
down
shaft
nine
Its
working
$81,700. The work will be done under
able Advance in Price.
1,200 feet. The ore that is being takof County Surveyor
en out runs $15 to $20 in gold per ton. the supervision
W. D. Oglea.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Notice for Publication.
San Antonio, Tex., Dec. 29 The
The ore is treated at a ten stamp mill.
Homestead Entry (Serial 03888) No. Pecos Forest Reserve.
of this rear's cotton cron was
The Yellow Jacket group, five miles
last
Not Coal Land.
8087.
west of White Oaks, owned by Charles MORE PRISONERS SENTENCED
sold in this city last Friday. Eighteen
BY JUDGE ABBOTT.
No. 03943.
hundred bales changed hands for a
Department of the Interior,
Spence, is being developed for its iron
of
the
Department
Interior,
M.
ore. Christian Yeager of Lordsburg,
consideration of $135,000. Hearne &
L". S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.
U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M
three weeks at White Oaks John Cornetto Convicted for Illegal DeLesdernier of this city were the
November 20, 1909.
spent
November 23, 1909.
Selling of Liquor to Be
running a cross cut on his Roosevelt
purchasers. About 1000 bales came
Notice is hereby given that Tiburcio
IJ.t Today.
Notice is hereby given that Eugenic and Poitland claims, two miles west
from
Lampasas, while the rest origLobato, of Leyba, San Miguel county, Martinez y Lujan, of Lamy, N. M., of the Old Abe. It is his intention
N. M., Dec. 29.
Albuquerque,
in and around Luling. The cotinated
N. M., who. on September 19, 1904,
Abbott
who, on Nov. 15, 1904, made Home to cut a vain of gold bearing
completed ton has been held by buyers in the
Judge
yesterday
made Homestead Entry (Serial 03888) stead entry Serial No. 03943, No. 8151
the outcrop in a dyke being setencing of prisoners convicted at sections named and brought 2 4
Sec. 28, for the northeast
No. 8087, for SE. 4 SW.
over one hundred feet wide.
the last term of criminal court. San- cents more than the
(NE
quarter,
&. NW.
highest price
of section 18. townshiD 14 N.. range 1J
NE.
NW.
E.
tos
Martinez, charged with intent to
Steeple Rock, Grant County The
the croping season, 14
during
paid
Section 33, Township 12 X., Range 12 j E N M p. Meridian, has filed notice
Steeple Rock district is a gold and rape, was sentenced to the peniten- cents being realized. After being
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final five yeat silver
district, the ores occurring in tiary for not less than two nor more compressed at Austin the staple will
of intention to make final five year proof, to establish claim to the land
in contact veins between ande-sit- than three years.
quartz
be shipped to Bremen, having been
proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Register and
The mineralized
and quartz.
Esperidon Lucero, who was yester sold under contract to German spinabove described, before the Register Receiver, U. S. land office, at Santa belt extends northeast and southwest
day sentenced to 100 days in jail and
"';
or Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 30th day of Decern aDd has been traced over 25 miles to pay costs of the case and in whose ners,
it has been the practice to
Usually
Fe, N. M., on the 12th day of January, ber, 1909.
even to the Burro mountains. There case sentence was suspended,
was hold cotton much
longer, but owing to
Claimant names as witnesses:
1910.
is over 500 feet of work on this.' The committed to jail to serve out the
and the fact that
this
years
shortage
Isidro Ribera, Antonio Jose Garcia, American
Claimant names as witnesses:
'
Exploration and Mining sentence.
the highest
cents
14,
represents
all
Luis
Martinez, Agustin Gonzales,
Todosio Lobato, Adelaido Marquez,
Company has purchased the Hinckley
The only case now remaining for
has
reached In
the
Mexico.
commodity
New
of
of
price
all
Lamy,
Baca,
Juan Baca, Benjamin
group of mines, consisting of the Uni- sentence is that of John Cornetto,
not likely
is
which
and
R.
MANUEL
years,
many
OTERO,
ted States Deposit, Tough Nut, Min- convicted of illegal
Lebya, New Mexico.
of liquor.
to be eclipsed this season, the holdRegister eral King, Sylvanite, and seven other The sentence In thisselling
MANUEL R. OTERO,
case will prob- ers decided to sell out.
' '
'
,
Register.
properties, in each of which there is ably be pronounced today.
over 100 feet of work done. On the
The court yesterday heard the eviTIME TABLE OF
Herewith are some bargains offered
United States Deposit claim there is dence in the case of Maynard Gunsel
Notice for Publication.
by the New Mexican Printing comblocked out over $75,000 in gold and vs. W. H. Greer and the
TRAINS
LOCAL
Albuquerque pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
(Serial 0824. Not Coal Land.)
silver ores. There is over 500 feet of Traction
Gunsel
which
in
the
of
Interior,
Company
Department
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
work on this one claim. On the 50
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad,
to recover a portion of the stock bound, $1; paper bound, 75c Missouri
seeks
Jemez Forest Reserve.
Train leaves for the north at 10:1? foot level a drift 120 feet, long is of the traction company which it Is alU. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
breasted in ore that runs from $22 to
i. m.
December 7, 1909.
him as part of promotion Pleadings,
is
lue
leged
$6; the two for $10.
1
in
On
ton.
the
at
a
the
level
$28
Train arrives from the north
,
Notice is hereby given that Edward
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of
in CO fees.
direction
same
hill
is
the
into
m.
Several other minor matters of civil New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
McCauley of Jemez Springs, N. M., i.
feet and shows the same quality of
were taken up during the English and Spanish pamphlets, 25c;
business
who, on August 10, 1908, made homeore. This property is a modern upof
New Mexico Central.
stead entry No. 0824 for NW
Sheriff's Flexible
full leather $3.
day.
iron
camp,
having
buildings.
Train leave3 Santa Fe at 1:45.
Township 18 N., Range 3
the SE
Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25-twmill
60x20 feet
the
building
being
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 5:25 mere is a
K. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no
or more books, $1 each. Ner
The seals and record took for nowitn iw n. p.
New
Mexico
the
sale
for
tice of intention to make final proof,
taries
by
public
uSpreme Court Reports, Not.
a
Stillwell heatboiler, equipped with
Santa Fe Railroad.
lo establish claim to the land above
and engine a pipe line brings in Mexican Frio ting Company at very 3 and 10 inclusive $3.30 each. Coiiij!!!-atioer,
Leave Santa Fe 8:25 to connect water a mile and a half. The com- reasonable rates. Seals for incorpor
described, before Register or. Receiv
Corporation Laws, 75c. Compiler. U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. with Nos. 10 and 2 from the south and pany is getting ready to make tests ated companies are also handled. Call ation Mining Lks, 50c. Money'
M.. on January 26, 1910.
west, and No. 3 from the east at La:
Cya- at or address the New Mexican Print Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
preparatory to installing a
Claimant names as witnesses Hugh function.
nide plant. The mines are under the !ng Company, Santa Fe. New Mexico. sheep, $6.50; full list school blank
Arrives at Santa Fe 11:10 a. m.
Murray, Wm. Rogers, Linas Shields,
a
w' Fedderson. all of Jemez Leaves Santa Fe at 4:20 to connect
vlth No. 1 from east. Arrives 6:50 p. m
Springs, N. M.
CONTAINS NO
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Leaves Santa Fe 7:20 to connect
I
r
Register. Aith 7 and 9 from the east and 4 and
i from the west. Arrives 11:10 p. m.
The New Mexican Printing ComDRUGS
It Is an admitted wci, mat real cs
pany has on hand a large supply of
Cures Coughs, Co Ws, Croup,
Grippe, Asthma, Throat Th o.nuin t t. a
pads and tablets suitable for school tate, financial men and merchants ah
work, the desk, and also for lawyers say that quickest and best results a.c
Pneumonia nd Consumption TJti!;0'w'
and Lung Troubleii.
and merchants; good everywhere. We obtained by advertising In the New
BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
SOLD
. 1.
will sell them at C cents in book form. Mexican.

planting station.

IN DELAY- -

Kidney Diseases Are Too Dangsrous
for Santa Fe People to Neglect.
The great danger of k::.-trouble
is tnat they get a nrm hold bemre
the sufferer recognizes them. Healtn
is gradually undermined.
Backache,
lameness,
nervousness,
headache,
soreness, diabetes and Bright's disease, fellow in merciless succession.
Don't neglect your kidneys. Cure ihe
kidneys with the certain and safe
remedy, Doan's Kidney Pills, which
has cured people right here in bama

sale.

N.

Vegas; Joe Doherty, Folsom.
Coronado.
Milnor Rudolph, Rudolph, N. M.; F.
A. Crandall, Amboy, Ind.; W. C. Horr.
Estancia; Preciliano Sandoval, Ala-- ,
mosa; William roiey, uauup; j. a.
Duncan, Estancia.
Modern.
A. H. Case, San Pedro; Walter
W. A. GORMAN
J, van HOUTEN;
Carr, Weldon, Ky.
V Ores, and Gen Mgr.
Claire.
E. W. Dobson, Albuquerque; E. Z.
RATON, N M,
RATON. N. M- Vogt, San Mateo; J. P. Gonzales,
Maria Luis Gallegas, Abiquiu; M. L.
English and wife, Hyer; George P.
V. Walkup,
Glorieta;
Williamson,
Moriarty; J. B. Sherrod, Rocky Ford.

I

OIL COMPANY

(Incorporated)

a. m.

Superintendent

If Nnt at Yours. Write for
Everywhere.
Circular to the Nearest Agency of the

CONTINENTAL

train at Preston, N. M.
f Stage for van Houttn, N. M., mMt
follows
O, i. S. Passenger trains arrive an d depart from Des Moines
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH BOUND
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
no. 1, 6:01 a. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7. t:12 p. m.
TracK connection with A. T. A . F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
a s at Dti Moines. E. P 4V 8 W at Colfax. N. M- - and Cimarron A
Nortriw-ster- n
Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
r the fo llowing oolnts In New Mexico: Ocato,
Cimarron, N. M., is depot
Sayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
lit Park. N. M.. is depot for following points in New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo
rn Arrnvn Hondo. Raldv. Black Ll kei. CerrO.
Elizabethtown,
Questa, Ranches d Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.

P. J. DEDMAN,

are
eve-

The Rayo Lamp diffuses a steady white light
It is the least trying of any artificial light. Made
of brass throughout nickel plated improved
central draught burner.
The Rayo is a
lamp, hut you cannot
get a better lamp at any price.

8 30 p. in'
2 55 p. m'
2 30 p m
12 26 p. ra- 12 06 p. m- Sll 40 a. m- U 06 a' m- 11 15 a. m- U0 16 a. m- 9 43 a. m- 9 25 a. rn- 7 50 a. rn.
7 40 a. ra- -

0

Jfi

ning lam,).
If it be the Rayo Lamp, the light contributes
on added charm makes reading and sewing easy.
There are no aching eyes after reading or sewing under the rays of the Rayo Lamp.

DAILY

6 16
4 66
4 35
4 25
8 66

.7

Arr.
Lv.

7T

Some of the sweetest hours of home-lif- e
parsed tinder the gentle, kindly light of the

6 80

49
46
88
82
29
24
18

"

" Harlan
" Uie Park

S3
94

Connect with
M., 6:15 p. m.
Connect! with

:5

t

Arr,
Lv.

M

In

" t'api:
ViU
" TUoirjson
M
"
" Cunningham
imftcu House Juaotlon "

20
28

a. m
a. in.
p. in.

p.
p.
p.
is p.

'

Raton

N:M'

Lv.Jiea N o1g!.
" Knmu'do,
" Dedii ftnj

Li

a, id.

10 60 a. m.
11 06 a. m

Miles From
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ft. in.
10 12 ft. in.
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Monday In eeU
month at Masonic Hall ai

fsfc&f, fourth
rrszsEr-

-

7:30 p. m
H. F.

STEPHENS,

B.

PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.

a

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening m
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaz.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS 32,
Secretary.
6. P. O. E.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. B.,
holds its regular session on the see
ond and fourth Wednesdays of each
month. Visiting brothers are Invitee"
and welcome.'

DAVID KNAPP.

3-- 4

Exalttd Ruler.
J. D. SENA. Secretary.
Knghts of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st ana 5d
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock In I.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visiting Knights invited to attend.
AUGUST REINGARDT. C. C.
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.

00-fo-

HOLIDAY

RATES

1-- 4

to-da-

1--

o

ten-stam- p

(A. T. &

S. P. Ry.)

n

40-to- n

HARMFUL

Jl

.

La

Prevent

fA9gft3

Oae and one third fare for
THE ROUND TRIP
Dates of Bale
Dec. 23, 24, 25, 30 and
Good

31st.

for Return Jan 3rd.

DENVER $15.80
COLORADO SPRINGS $13 60

PUEBLO

12.25

VIA SANTA FE

THE SANTA FE

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 22, 1209.

Failed in Health
"My mother died six years ago," writes Miss Ruth
Ward, of Jerseyville, 111., and left me to care for six
children. I had never been strong; and this, with the shock
of her death, was too much for me.
"I tailed in health. 1 was tired all the time and did
not want to go anywhere, nor care for company.
had
the headache all the time and such bearing-dow- n
pains.
"A very dear friend advised me to take Cardui, as it
had done her so much good, so i commenced to use it
and now I am in good health."
1

NEXT MEXICAN,

ient depository ; have removed the
temptation of the miner and backwoodsman to squander his wages as
he gets theni; have put under the
nose of everybody a most convenient
and secure place for starting a savings account. It is very obvious from
experience abroad, and the size of the
sum withheld from banks here, that
what is needed in the creation of a
Iostal savings-bansystem.
"This is going to be a big issue during the next session of Congress.
With : need so obvious, the results of
proctical tests so favorable, and the
aggregate of the hoard so immense, it
would seem to be a certainty that the
pendinir bill would be enacted into a
law without postponement or delay.
But the postal savings-banmeasure
lias been sidetracked, smothered and
repressed for a quarter of a century,
and during the last, fourteen years it
has failed of enactment, although endorsed hy the administrations and apinvestigation.
proved !v senatorial
There is a majority in the House of
Representatives and in the United
States Senate that will pass the
Carter bill as now amended, if it can
be brought, to a vote, but the prospects for enactment are still doubtful:
the opposition of the American Bankers' Association is exceedingly potent,
and, until recently, there was no
united front presented by friends of
business
the measure Everybody's
was nobody's business, with the usual
k

k

J 44

The Woman's Tonic

Women's pains are relieved or prevented and women's
strength is quickly restored, by Cardui, the woman's tonic.
You yourself know best if you need it, or not.
If you do need it, do not delay, but commence to use
it at once. Every day of delay, only lets you slide further 14
down the hill.
Don't wait, then, but begin to take Cardui today, for its
use, no matter how prolonged, cannot harm you and will m
surely do you good.
Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept. Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga. Term.,
for Special Instructions, and
book, "Home Treatment for Women," stnt free.

Philippine Islands it was done 'as a
measure of thrift and a stimulus to
habits of providence and saving.' That
is just what the system has been to
the millions struggling to get ahead in
spite of pitiful wages, heavy taxation
and other obstacles that confront the
men and women in Canada, Europe,
Australia, India, South Africa and
Japan. It has been a spur to providence, a crutch to lean upon and a
shield of safety. The deposits show
that; so do the enormous annual increases of deposits and the total nur.i-be- r
of depositors.
The figures are
staggering, and show what has been
and has been and is being done
abroad, and what with certainty can
be done in the United States.
"In 1907 the postal deposits in Austria totaled $44,434,421, there being
which
over two million depositors,
shows that the average deposit is
about $21.50. Belgium created a
postal-bansystem in 18G9, and as a
reward that country has over
on deposit, the averase ao
count being $64.41. Then there art
Finland, France, Hungary, Italy, the
Netherlands, Russia, Sweden and the
United Kingdom, in Europe, all of
syswhich, through a postal-saving- s
tem, enable timid depositors to entrust their savings at the postoffice to
the safekeeping of their government.
Canada created the system in 1SG8,
an,d the deposits now exceed $50,000,-000- ,
the average account being, $284,
which is a fair index of the average
account to be expected in the United
States, and goes to show that it is
the mite of a man like Louis Stiers
which is left on deposit in the postal-saving- s

POORMAN'S NEED REBUKE
TO POSTAL BANK ENEMIES.
Chairman Currier of Postal Savings
League Points to Tragic Results
of Lack of the System.
George H. Currier, chairman Postal
Pavings Bank Leazue, has written in
the magazine "World Today" a stinging rebuke of the banking interests for
opposing the enactment of; the postal
savings bank measure now pending
in Congress with President Taft's
hearty endorsement and that of the
Republican platform and
Roosevelt.
"Only a very few days after the
American Bankers' Association convention in JChicago had adjourned,
ht.ving openly declared hostility toward such a system of postal savings
banks as nearly all other great countries but ours have employed for
years, a disaster overtook a Chicago
cigar maker which illuminated that
very subject postal banks," Mr. Cur-

k

$162,-000,00- 0

rier writes.
"Louis Stiers had painfully saved
until proprietorship, the goal of vears
of hone and struggle, was at hand; he
had enough capital, $450, to buy a
cigar factory of his own. During
all those years of incessant labor and
he had not entrusted ns
savings to any bank. At first ve had
been unwilling to face bank tellers,
behind the'r counters of bronze and
marble, to make their deposit of merely
$1, $5 or $20. Then, as his little hoard
grew, his caution, instead of pride,
prompted him to avoid banks, for
tnere were failures and losses and
system.
tragedies. He kept his savings pinned
mil"Seven hundred and sixty-siof
roll
as
the
inside his sock, and
four
hundred
and
seventy-fou- r
lion,
greenbacks grew larger he secretly re- thousand, one hundred and twenty-fivjoiced.
dollars of deposits in the postal banks
"On the great day, soon after the of the United
Kingdom, to the credit
bankers dispersed to their homes, the of nearly eleven million depositors in
I'ttle cigar factory was all but bought. 1907, suggests the enormous fund
He had the price pinned in his sock, which will be created when the
the deal was agreed upon, and he set
now hoarded in this country,
out, exulting, to pay over the money, plus the accounts of smaller and more
to become a possessor; no longer, as timid
depositors in commercial banks,
rie always had been, one who worked are enabled to
gain entire security by
for others' profit. He turned over in the
guaranty of Uncle Sam.
his mind the rearranging he would
"The deposits in the postal banks
order, the changes in his little factory of
Italy, in 1907, amounted to
bis! He was in ecstacy, and trod
an increase in ten years of
the roush pavement buoyantly. But over
$1CO,000,000. Nearly five mildisaster dogged his hurrying steps. lions of
people have postal deposits
Through a hole in his sock his savings in Italy, and it has been found that
fluttered out one
bill, and millions of
dollars in savings have
then others, and the rest of his cher- been sent from the United
States to
ished roll. He was almost penniless
and other European countries,
Italy,
when he entered the cigar factory
for deposit in the postal banks, bewinch so nearly had been his. Tragcause Uncle Sam has, so far, failed to
edy it was to Stiers.
make any provision to care for the
"And the poor cisarmaker, who savings not entrusted to banks. Not
again in grimly working at his bench, less than $8,000,000 in one year has
is but one of thousands. Denied the been sent from the United States in
security of Uncle Sam's guaranty, the money orders, much of it for deposit
one banker of whom he, in his timidity and safekeeping in postal systems.
and his pride, would avail himself, Most of these money orders are
Stiers hoarded his savings. The sum bought in the states of Arkansas,
of the hoardings like his in the United Colorado, Missouri, Montana, NebrasStates, President Taft has said, from ka, Nevada, Oklahoma, Ohio, Oregon,
government data, is not less than Texas and Washington.
1300,000,000.
"The geographical origin of this
"The same dangers beset the sav- money, which is sent to Europe for
the security of the postal banks there,
ings that make up the whole
as periled the $450 of Louis shows how crying a need there is for
an auxiliary banking system which
Stiers.
"The losses of hoarded money will put to use the forty thousand
r
scattered
each year run into millions. This
postofflces
does not put a stop to hoarding, how- throughout the country. Make the
'
ever, nor will it; the reasons wh'e--i postofflces of that class depositories
prompted Stiers remain. What is and we have added forty thousand
magnets for the spare change of the
"When the United States Congress nation; have provided the ranchman,
created a postal-bansystem for the remote from a bank, with a conven- J
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Thcrc is Only One

"Bromo Quinine"
That is
Laxative Bromo Quinine
USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLO IM ONE DAY.

Always remember the full name. Look
lor this signature on every bo?. 25c.

results.
"Early
s-bank

quarters

the fall the

Postal

League, which

has

in

Saving-

head-

in Chicago, began a nation-

wide campaign to stir up the forces to
must
which Congressmen
make
obeisance, to create an imperative demand for action, and for action without delay. Constituents
have been
pouring in letters upon their representatives, declaring that mere tacit support of the measure is not enough;
that Congressmein must give it active
championship or hear from their districts at next election. Speakers at
farmers' institutes and labor-uniomeetings have declared that patience
was no longer a virtue, but an inexcusable blunder.
"Keenly alive to the platform pledge
of the Republican
party. President
Taft has made it clear that he is determined to see postal savings-bank- s
made a reality, in accordance
with
pledges to the people."
n

WILL LAY OUT
HEALTH FARM IN TEXAS.
One Hundred Thousand Dollars to Be
Expended By Illinois Capitalists
on 1,000 Acres.
San Antonio, Tex., Dec. 29 For the
purpose of erecting a large "Health
Farm" C. A. Burton and A. J. Hoover
of Jacksonville, 111., have acquired a
tract of land of about 1000 acres', 12
miles south of Port Lavaca on the
Gulf of Mexico. The men interested
in the venture will spend about, $100,-00- 0
in improvements on the tract. The
land has a long stretch of beach and
artesian water with medicinal properties. Part of it will be converted
into truck farms to be worked by indigent patients. A large park- will
cover the rest, and in this will be
established tent colonies for the care
of those standing in need of continual outdoor life. Dr. S. J. Mayers of
St. Louis, who is also interested in the
venture will be the medical director
of the instittuion. Only those suffering from diseases amenable to the influence of the climate will be received

at the sanitarium.
Smelling Out Eels.
Along the coast of Normandy. In
France, dogs are sometimes employed
In fishing by a few of the elder
One of the latter, armed with
a basket on her left shoulder and on
the other a pickax with a very long
handle, closely followed by her dog,
wanders along the shore until she
comes to a place where the sand runs
for a considerable distance into the
body of the rocks. Here the surface is
usually broken by a number of little
mounds at low warer. On seeing these
fhe dog becomes excited and runs
back and forth, smelling of the little
hillocks. In a moment .he will begin to
scratch and whine like a terrier on
wntch at a rat hole.
On hearing this the woman rushes
toward the animal, brandishing her
On reaching the spot she
pickax.
looks which way the hole runs and
theti begins tearing up the sand with
her implement. After half a dozen
vigorous strokes out tumbles a conger
ell. which is quickly picked up and
flung with great' force on the hard
sand, stunning the creature, after
which it Is put into the basket and the
flshlnt; esuined. Boston Post
Disinterested Effort.
It is a law of life that all great and
shining success is the result of disinterested effort. That law may seem
a paradox to those who aim ouly at
material success, but in the long run.
and In the history of nations, if not
of Individuals, it proves' itself. The
country which aims only at riches Is
rurc to become poor, as the country
Which alms only at conquest is sure to
lie abased. London Times.
A Treacherous Jewel.
If a faded turquoise be dampened Its
color is temporarily restored. The orientals utilize (his quality by carrying
a stone in their mouths and deftly
slipping it into their hands to display
it. Dealers iu Meshed guard against
such deceptions by retaining a stone a
few days before purchasing, as the
turquoise is the most treacherous of
jewels.
fisher-wome-
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The Girl Across
the Way
!Vas Good

to Look

Up,

Mex.

But

Mining B'anks.
Additional and Amended

The young ma:i who liguies in this
is ..niployed in an office in a down-towskyscraper. His desk is by a window that overlooks a court. Directly
f ross the court from him another
en works at a window. Yes, UiU
' svon is a girl,
of course. There
vouldn't be any sense in taking off
one's coat and recording a lot of facts
about two men working at two windows at opposite sides of a court,
would there?
"t w a voune
wo'iinn if she hp of
fii'-ami form and garb that consti- Mite a balm to the optics may be a
soe fee of much inspiration
if one'
t.elicve all that gets into print.
S'iil. if tiie truth be known in the
of this young man. he might
have accomplished more for his
if there had been no haired,
nuted young creature across the way.
For the sight of the girl across the
way and concentration were things
apart. The young man would look
it the figure across the court when
there were figures on paper right in
front of him that he might have
looked at. Once he was offered a better job with another firm, but he staid
whore he was for the sake of the
--

1

,

em-n'oy-

view.

Don't get a wrong impression.
It
was not in a flirtatious spirit that the
young man gazed absently across the
court. The creature at the window-oppositwas tiot the kind that
couldn't make her eyes behave. She
bad her lamps under perfect control.
There was something about her that
dispelled any notion one might have
to get familiar without a formal introduction.
She had a sweetly serious countenance that made one think she must
be a great help to her mother. There
was something unusual about her. She
had her soft, lustrous hair propped up
some with rats, it is true, but not to
extremes. Her eyes were full of gentleness and she smiled often. Not at
anybody, though just smiled good
hnmoredly as she took dictation or
went ahead with her work.
The young man across the court dividing his attention between the two
kinds of figures had never heard her
voice, but he knew that it was soft
and low and resonant. She didn't come
to work with a different outfit on
every day, either. But she always
wore color combinations that seemed
to have grown up together and her
shirtwaists were wonderfully fresh
and neat. That was one thing that
appealed to the young man opposite.
She looked like a girl who could make
herself presentable without spending
so much money that whoever started
in to make out the checks would be
obliged to quit going to a good tailor
for his own clothes.
. In the six months or more that the
young man had been looking across
the court at the features of his ideal,
their eyes had never met squarely
not once. She would look over occasionally in a dreamy way, but when
the two lines of vision were about to
become coincident she would glance
leisurely away. It was impossible for
one to send any wireless. "Honest, I
know you'd like me" message to her.
Pretty refreshing, too, the young man
opposite told the boys in the office.
She wasn't going around making
any chance acquaintances, but he was
willing to bet that once a fellow got
to know her real well she was the
sort of a girl who would take a keen
interest in him, would chide him for
not wearing a vest on a cool evening
when he might catch cold, and would
notice every time he wore a new necktie. He went around thinking such
thoughts as that all day long. It ws
a shame, he kept remarking, that a
girl like that had to earn her own living and brush elbows with a sordid
business world.
At last and this was only ten days
or so ago he found himself in the
realization of one of his fondest hopes.
He met her? It happened out at the
beach. She had gone out with her
sister, and her sister's gentleman
friend and this friend was acquainted
with an old friend of our hero who
was out there, and things worked out
so that everybody was introduced all
hands around. The young man of the
window on the court and the creature
of the window opposite strolled away
to talk things over until the next
dance should start up.
"I've saw you at the window a thousand times," she began. "Of course I
never liked to rubber or nothin'. Maw
always brought we girls up not to
stare at no one, and the boss jest
about throws a fit if he sees anybody
in the office lookin' as if they wasn't
"tending strickly to bizz. I never have
knew such a place to work. I'd have
went to some other office long ago
only the pay's pretty good and I need
the cush."
Thus did she talk on, spreading bad
grammar and bromides at every
e

breath.
The young man danced with her
silently and then excused himself. His
illusion was so rudely shattered that
he felt like a man who had been
struck over the ear with a paving
brick. Next week he is going to have
his desk moved away from the window.

j

Cotton Seed Oil Indorsed.
the French farm commission having stated that cotton seed
oil was injurious to the health and de
Btrdyed the abdominal tissues, Dr
Crawford, of the bureau of animal industry, made experiments which indicated that "purified cotton seed oil
is no more injurious than olive oil or
cod liver oil."
A member of

WAraT
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Certificate,
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FOR BENT OR SALE
J. 15. S'oan.

Agreement of Publisher, 14 sheet.
Proof of Labor,
sheet
Notice of Mining lr:itiun,
she, t.
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
Property, ! sheet.
Placer Mining Location.
Title Bo::d of Mining Property,
sheet.
shoe?.
Mining D'- !.
sheet.
Mining Lease.
Coal Declaratory
Statement, 12

1S,

KeJ

Coal Declaratory
Statement with
AfPower of an Attorney,
fidavit and Corroborating
sheet.
Affidavit,
Notice of Riuiit to Water,
sheet.
or Publishing
Out of
sheet.
Notice,
Affidavit of Assessment,
sheet.
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
4tc per book.
Bill of Sale Animals nor Bearing
Vendor's Recorded Brand.
sheet.
Bill of Sale Range Delivery, 14
sheet.
Bill of Sale,
sheet.
to Gather Drive and
Authority
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's
corded Brand,
sheet.
and
Authority to (lather,
Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner'
sheet.
Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Certificate of Brand,
sheet.
Sheep Contract.
Justice of the Peace Blanks,
sheet.
Appeal Bond.
sheet.
Appeal Bond, Criminal,
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
Appearance Bond on Continuance,
sheet.
(J. P.),
Bond of Appearance,
(District
sheet.
Court),
sheet.
Justice Quarterly Report,
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
shet.
plaint,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sumsheet.
mons,
sheet.
Replevin Bond,
Execution Forcible Entry and De
sheet.
tainer,
sheet.
Replevin Writ,
sheet.
Replevin Affidavit,
Peace Proceedings, Complaint, 14

Han

2

2

4

2

2

2

2

4

4

2

4

4

4

sheet.
Warrant,

type-writer-

.

Francisco strct

t.

.

full sheet.
early Proof,
.sheet.
Final Proof.
sheet.
Contest Notice,
Affidavit to be filed before contest,
Y

-

!

Non-Miner-

2

)0i

Position by experienced
WANTEi
Ad- d:e siuaker to HO out by th.
die s N. New Mexir-an-

Non-Miner-

4

A g

"FOR RENT Three furnished room
for liaht housekeeping.
Apply 4'"

sheet.

sheet.
( ontest
Against.
shot t.
Resident Entryman.
Notice of Intention to make final
sheet.
proof,
sheet.
Additional Entry,
22ii
Homestead
Entry, V00;:,
sheet.
Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of Applicant, full sheet.
shot t.
Reli'iquishliieTlt,
sheet.
Township Plats,
Township Plats, full sheet.
General Blanks.
sheet.
Bond for LVed.
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet.
P.ond. General Form,
sheet.
Certificate of Marriage, 7,"ic per doz.
sheet.
Official Bond,
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure
of Mortgage, full sheet.
sheet.
Certificate of Election,
sheet.
Letters of Guardianship.
sheet.
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
Letters of Administration,
Administrator's Bond and Oath, 12
sheet.
Letters Testamentary,
sheet.
sheet.
Declaration in Assumpsit.
Declaration iu Assumpsit, on Note
sheet.
sheet.
Satisfaction of Mortgage.
sheet.
Assignment of Mortgage,
sheet.
Lease,
Lease of Personal Property,
sheet.
Chattel Mortgage,
sheet.
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
Power of Attorney,
sheet.
2
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
sheet.
sheet.
Acknowledgment,
sheet.
Mortgage Deed,
Mortgage Deed without Insurance
sheet.
Clause,
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
sheet.
sheet.
Option,
Notice of Protest.
sheet.
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
sheet.
sheet.
Warranty Deed,
sheet.
Quit Claim Deed,
Application for Bounty for Killing
Wild Animals,
sheet.
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
Release of Deed of Trust, 2 sheet.
Butchers' Bond,
sheet.
Sheriffs'
Monthly Report of Licenses.
sheet.
Report of the Assessors, full sheet.
Application for License. 2 sheet.
Retail Liquor License.
sheet.
sheet.
Notice of Conveyance,
sheet.
Deed, City of Santa Fe,
Deed, City of Santa Fe, full sheet.
Application for Marriage License,
sheet.
Certificate of Birth. 4 sheet.
Certificate of Depth,
sheet.
Butchers' Shipping
Notices, 4
sheet.
Promissory Notes, 25c per pad.
Receipts, 25c per pad.
Cost Bond,
sheet.
Spanish Blanks.
Auto de Arresto,
pliego.
Auto de Prision,
pliego.
Declaracion Jurada, 4 pliego.
14
Certificado de Nombramiei.to,
pliego.
Fianza Oficial,
pliego.
Fianza Oficial y Juramento, 12
i
pliego.

Affidavit ot

2

2

2

2

2

2

2
2

2

2

.

1--

4

2

2

sheet.
sheet.
Commitment,
sheet.
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet.
Attachment Bond,
sheet.
Attachment Writ,
Attachment Summons as Garnishee.
sheet.
sheet.
Execution,
'
sheet.
Summons,
sheet.
Subpoena,
J. P. Complaint,
sheet.
sheet.
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AUTOMOBILE

E

SSENGER ROUTE,
ing at Roswell at 11:0 a, m. Savin
Passengers over 30 house between
these points' over any other route.
Full equipment of modern Cars In
service securing comfort to passenand expert Chaufgers. Courteous
feurs in charge of every car. SeaU
reserver on Auto by applying to
ico
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
Automobiles leave Roswell daily at Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Rot-wel1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for
New Mexico.
Kl Paso and all points on Rock Island
50 Iba.
Any
Baggage allowance
amount of baggage can be carried
Railway.
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a, m. arriv- - by notifying Company at Roswell.

U. S. MAIL AND PA
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
Agenta for the Buick, Popa Toledo,
Mid Kissel Automobiles.
Shortest route between Roswell and
ihe Pecos Valley to El Paso and
Santa Fe and all points in the Es- ancia Valley and western New Mex-

l,

J. W. STOCKARD,
f

wanag-- r

CORRICK CARRIAGE
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Sus Un
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Call up 132 Black for Carriages.
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the board of county Senator S. B. Elkins and others phy if written would make as
will meet in regular prominent at. Washington, have it that esting reading as any novel, he
The probate court will also there can be no doubt about the cou- - ing been a cowboy, a rancher, a lum-mein
session. All having fauiation of Grimshaw against whom ber jack, a sailor who has twice cir-bFrom
regular
Two.)
Page
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inos before the court are request- - there are no charges of any kind.
the earth, and a guu-t' cumnavigated
to take notice.
at
"Meet me at' the uiaza at uuarter ter in the American navy taking part
Remington Typewriter supplies
Train Report The Santa Fe trains pasl seven tonight and go to the has- - in the naval battle before Santiago,
& Company.
s
Stripling-Burrowana ket uan game wm, me at tne Arm. Cuba, has accepted a position as
A Clean Shave Elsewhere appears are eportea as lonows,
.
1 on
time; No. 4 and No. ory j am told that it is going to be farmer in the Indian service tempor-- f
the new advertisement of the Wood-Davi- s second-Xoon time; Xo. 7 and Xo. 9 one hour;., f.rst Pisas eanif mi i Hr. r.m imnn.i arily and will be in charge of the
Company. Read what they say
be- Nos. 2 and 3 to arrive Santa Fe to miss it." The above remark was ' Santa Clara Indian reservation
late
about good razors.
A Year Ago Today a year ago the at 3: oil. The Denver and Rio Grande made by a well known citizen of this ginning on January 1.
weather was pleasant, there being 100 is six hours late; the Xew Mexico city. Take his advice and be on hand.
Three Deaths at Albuquerque
per cent of sunshine. The maximum Central on time.
Remember Morrison's orchestra Three more deaths are reported from
temperature was 46 and the minimum
urnishes the music for the dance Albuquerque.
Mrs Dora Simmons,
'M.
- auer
tinuie uashei oau same at me aim-war- wife of J. L. Simmons, succumbed to
at
Thefts
Two
Albuquerque
MONEY AND METALS.
Come out and
tuberculosis. She came to AlbuquerCross had his coat stolen while ory tonight.
New
York, Dec. 20. Call money .5
a saloon at Albuquerque. Charles yourself to the limit. Admission to que eight years ago and is survived
5
Prime mercantile paper Ldc
G
FieMs had two overcoats stolen same alone iiny cenis anu to nance by her husband and three children. 5
er
cent. Mexican dollars 44.
e
cents,
and game both, seventy-fivA. J. Center, aged 32 years, died of
from his home.
90
Atchison 122
Pay Death Benefit Secretary Da- tuberculosis, leaving a wife and two Amalgamated
Postponed
Meeting
Quarterly
125
Southern
New
York
Central
of Dr. ' vid Gonzales of the Santa Fe lodge children. James Lock, aged 72 years, Pacific 134
On account of the sickness
Union Pacific 203
Union
of
Xo.
New
America,
Fraternal
25fl,
came
to
He
died
of
dropsy.
913-4- ;
Blair, the quarterly meeting of the
pfd. 125
of a warrant for $1,075 Mexico from Oklahoma and was a Steel
Methodist Episcopal church has been is in receipt
Xew
York, Dec. 29. Lead steady;
drawn in favor of Mrs. Bernarda Ri barber.
postponed until January C.
4C7
Copper firm; Standwmow
ot uie uue j
We guarantee to give a good time vera cie tscuaero,
Delinquent Tax Ust to Be Publish-t- o ard and January 13.37
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amount
the
being
Escudero,
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j
tax list for 1908 ver 52
all who attend the basket ball
edThe
deiinquent
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of
the
,
insurance
.g jn thg handg Qf the printer and wm
dance at the Armory tonight. We ex-- j in 'H payment
WOOL MARKET.
Escudero s life.
Those who
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poet everybody to turn out and root j
puDjlsne(1 next week.
Killed by a Snake in Socorro Coun-- j wouW
St.
Mo., Dec. 29. Wool, un
Louis,
should
for the locals. Admission to game
Jn
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raher nQt figure
ty An unknown negiu waa iuuuu- see County Treasurer Celso Lopez changed; territory and western medivii,- nk and in the dance and
'
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cents.
ums, 2428; fine mediums, 2125;
game seventy-fivpay up.
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ty, west of Carrizozo. By appearances
1220.
Held for Robbing
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at
Meeting of Consultors Today
'
named Morales, was held under $500 he had been bitten by a rattle snake the archiepiscopal residence a meetGRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
must
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from
the
died
on
and
posion.
the charge preferred
bail at Belen
ing was held of the consultors of the
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by Ignacio Aragon.tbat Morales had have been dead about a month when diocese, Most Rev. Archbishop J. B. 111
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robbed his house of $100 hidden in a found
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presiding.
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45
of,
Oats
May
July 43
If you have not yet purchased a at 2:20 death claimed Erminia Otila diocese were under discussion. The
Jan.
Pork
$21.60;
May $21.71
and
Mr.
Mrs.
ticket to the basket ball game and Gonzales the daughter of
consultors present were: Rev. C.
Lard
$12.27
Jan.
May $11.87
302
Palace
ayenue.
never
of
Gonzales
David
this
mind,
at,
dance
evening
Seux of San Juan; Rev. J. G. Splinof
was
disa complication
your money is just as good as a ticket The cause
ters of Bernalillo; Rev. J. Deraches
Ribs Jan. $11.32
May $11.35.
and will admit you at the door just eases. The child was two years and of Santa
and Rev. Paul Gilberton
Fe,
will
LIVESTOCK.
take
funeral
two months old. The
as quick.
of Las Vegas.
Married Miss place Friday afternoon at two o'clock
Teacher
Chicago, 111., Dec. 29. Cattle ReSchool
Shoots Por-filiDrunken Companion
at
Rosario.
to
he
at
18,000;
market, steary to
ceipts,
Daisy Huntzinger, a school teacher - interment
Saiazar At Albuquerque, yesterrecentLast
Tuberculosis
Beeves
Ward
of
Victim
Mills,
and
night
$4.208.00; Texas
strong.
Albuquerque,
Porfilio Saiazar, aged seventeen steers
western steers
$4.104.90;
ly of Chicago, were marrie. yester-- ! at eight o'clock death claimed Mrs. day,
was shot through tihe neck
years,
Rev.
tuberfrom
suffer
at
and feeders
L.
afternoon
Bledden
a
by
stockers
Nellie
Albuquerque
day
with a .3S caliber revolver, while he $4.106.25; cows and
$2.10
heifers
W. J. Marsh.
$3.1005.30:
culosis. The deceased was twenty-- was walkine on the streets.
Juan F, !0- Afraid of Delirium Because he was tnree years of age and lived with her
rnlvea S7 25ff19.50.
the
with
was
arrested
Macias
charged
afraid of an attack of delirium trem parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Mosley,
Receipts, 23,000; market,
Hogs
deed and it is claimed that he was
ens, Phil Armour, asked to be com- at 420 Galisteo street. The funeral drunk when he committed it. Saiazar strong. Light $8.108.55; mixed $8.20
mitted to jail at Albuquerque yester- will take place Thursday afternoon at wall recover.
8.70; heavy $8.35 8.75;
good to
day, explaining that he was unable two thirty, interment at Fairview.
choice $8.508.75; pigs $7.158.55;
to sober up.
Bulk of sales $8.40S.60.
Rev. C. A. Lucas of St. John's M, E.
RECEPTION AT MANSION.
Married in a Buggy While sitting church will conduct the services.
Receipts, 15,000; market,
Sheep
in a buggy on Christmas afternoon
strong to 10 cents higher. Native
Boy Killed at Tucumcari by AcciOne.)
from
Page
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j at Roswell, T. L. Harkreader and Miss
western
of Gun Carleton
dental
$3.805.75;
Discarge
$3.605.75;
Cora Brown, both of Roswell and both Lewis, aged nine years, son of Mr. distance of 110 feet to the top of a yearlings $6.507.50; lambs native
aged 2C years, were married by Jus- and Mrs. Charles Lewis at Tucumcari, mesa. A diversion dam is to be built $5.758.40; western $5.758.35.
tice of the Peace J. T. Evans,
Kansas City, Dec. 29. Cattle ReQuay county, was killed by the acci- in the San Juan river.
Palace: E. H. Biek-jfor- dental discharge of a 45 caliber Colt's.
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slow.
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Burke Slated for Postmaster? An applicant and for failure to complete and feeders $3.255.25; bulls $3
regulations
4.75; calves $4(r'8.50; western steers
Dance New Year's Eve On Friday interesting report on the street has
the filing as demanded by law.
$46.25; western cows $34.75;
night at the Woman's Board of Trade, it that E. C. Burke, who was candidate
Indian Service Appointments.
there will be a New Year's dance to fnr the TT. S. marshalshin for New
Market
Receipts 5,000.
Sheep
Miss Cora B. Johnson of
which everybody is cordially invited. Mexico, is being mentioned at Wash
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housesteady.
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1
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Excellent music will be furnished for ington, D. C, for postmaster to
fed western wethers and
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the occasion 'arid a delightful time is
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A HAPPY NEW YEAR

j

W

o

EI Wish to extendi to our many
patrons and friends our best wishes for
a Hapoy and Prosperous New fear;
We wish also to take this occasion to
thank our many friends for their liberal
patronage in which they have shown
their appreciations of our efforts to
please them, in, the past year, and we
hope with the beginning of the New
Year to make our service and "prices"
better than ever; such as will merit a
continuar.ee of the patronage of our
"old friends" and make us many new
ones.
Pl0ieN.ll 4.

I
!

I

i
i

!

1.4.

F. ANDREWS

HUBBS LAUNDRV COMPANY

'OUR WORK IS BEST"
Our Specialty Good
W. H

dm

Korr Asrt Santa Fe

suc-pp(-

Work and Prompt Service:
Pnone 122

Rd

auto-biogr-

f MBS

To Our Friends and Patrons, One

and

All

We Send

A

Happy

lew

Year's Greeting!
We are very thankful for favors shown us during the
past year, and we feel that our efforts to furnish the
best of outfitting, at the lowest prices consistent with

good quality, have been fully appreciated. It affords us
the greatest satisfaction;
We are not content with battles already won, however, and during the coming year, we shall press forward
to still greater achievements.
With malice toward none and with
best wishes for all we say once more

A Happy New Year.

(0)
J

NATHAN

SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.

